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Introduction 
. CHAPTER I 
THE PRESENT STUDY 
/ 
"The group process contains the secret of collective life, it is 
the key to democracy, it is the master lesson for every individual to 
learn, it is our chief hope for the political, the social, the interrui-
tional life of the future. 111 Group life is basic to us alL We encour-
age group participation because we recognize the importance of group 
associations and the values inherent in it; such as: a sense of belong-
ing, a feeling of security, and the opportunity to de~relop and grow in 
accordance with one's individual needs. 
More recently we have become familiar with the therapeutic aspects 
of group membership. 
It would indeed be surprising if one should not be able to 
find in group life therapeutic forces against psychic ciisturbances, 
in fact the Sal?le therapeutic forces ,that operate -in indivio.ual 
psychotherapy towards mental health.~ 
This would seem to imply that it might be possible to use group 
associations to counteract the influences creating deviant or unsatis-
fying oehavior • 
. h Purpose 
This is a study of the relationship between the family situations 
and group'experiences of nine children with emotional problems seeming 
to result from disturbances ln their family constellations. The Depart-
1 Mary Follett, The Nev; State, p. 23 
2 Oscar· Sternbach, 11The Dynamics of Psychotherapy in the Group», 
~ lournal of Child Psychiatry, P• 92, 1947 
1 • 
-- ment of Neighborhood Clubs of the Chilaren's P~d Association organized 
clubs for these chilciren with the }:)urpose of providing them the benefits 
of group membership. 
Using the group work process better to meet the needs of the 1ndi-
vidual is still a comparatively young and growing field. Therefore, it 
is hoped that ·through this stucly more insight will be gaineei into the 
contributions of satisfying group experiences to the indiviuual's adjus 
ment, with the further hope that the materi&l presented will stimulate 
the group worker to develop a greater sensitivity towards the indiviuual 
and an al'Oai·eness of ho'' the leader t s role ~1u the group ~•ork process may 
be used to meet ~~~ needs of inuiviouals. 
Some of tbe questions this stuay seeks to answer are: 
2. SCOi,Je. 
1. ~hat factors in the child's family experience seem to af-
fect his adjustment to the group?J 
2. In what ways does the grou.t? experience seem to meet e. 
child's individual needs arising from his particular famil 
situation? 
The Department of Neighborhood Clubs began the cluo year of 1951-52 
with twenty-nine groups, Fifty-one per cent or fifteen group• were 
formed around children referred because of emotional or behavior problems 
which seemed to rE:sul t from inadequate family situations • In analyzing 
these fifteen club records, the writer decided that for the purposes of 
this study six had to be discarded; two oecause of inadequate recording 
·and four because the clubs were newly organi~ed and hact not been in 
3 The tena "group" in this study refers to the group unit in 
social group work. 
-==~==============================~==== 
existence long enough for any s:lgnificant material to be ,;;>resented. 
study, then, ~ill involve the club experiences of nine indiviauals, each 
a member of a different group. 
The data for this study were obtained in the following ways: 
1. A reView of selected literature in the fieltis of eoucation 
group work, psychiatry, and sociology to provide a fr6me 
of reference from which the study coulu proceed. 
2, A study of the individual records of the nine cases L~~ 
valved. 
3. A study of the group records of the clubs formed for the 
nine referred inuivid.uals. 
J:u. Limite tions and Values 
One major limitation of this study is the small nmaber of cE-sea in-
valved in it. /u'"ly conclusions VJhich may be drawn can be relateo to it 
only, Another limitation is the fact that the stuC:y was basecl prinu;;.rily 
on written recoras. No int~rviews were had with the referring aGency 
or the grou~ leaders to substantiate the writer's interpretations of the 
material presented in these records. A third limitation is the f~ct 
that this study is restricted to a description of the changes in the 
childls behavior only as observed in the group. Changes in the rela-
tionships at home, where the source of the difficulty Sbems to be, are 
not included. 
The value of this particular study may lie in the fact that it pre-
sents a qualitative analysis of group experiences with emphasis perhaps 
on how the group work process can meet the special needs of the individ-
ual child arising from his particular family ~ituation. It atte~pts to 
~ .. 'J 
~· 
:~ . 
_.-. __ _ 
relate the child's experience in one group setting, the family, to his 
behavior in another group setting, his club. Suoh an effort might stim-
ulate an .interest in studying the child in other group settings to de-
termine if there are any int~r-relationships. For as f\ilson and Ryland 
sta. te: 
P• )7. 
The behavior p&ttern of ~Y individual is a mirror of his to-
tal life-experience 1 most of which is in groups. If one is to 
understf.illd an inc.ivid.l.lal, one must know the groups to \which he 
belongs.4 
4 Gertruae Wilson and Gladys Ryland, Social Group Work Practice, 
A. ~ Child and His Faillily: 
CHA.Pf.R II 
THI CHILD 
1 
A child's primary gr:~up experience coines from his familyj there-
fore, .for the pnrposes of ·t:.his study it. would seem desirable to discuss 
briefly the role the fam:i.ly plays in the life of a child .. 
Even on a very superficial view it is fairly obvious that, 
under existing social conuitions the psychological atmosphere of 
the home life with the complex emotions aroused by anci dependent 
on it, the v~rioua family rel&tionships must exerais~ a very con-
sidera.ble effect on human character and development. 2 
The family lays the foundation for the growth of the inaiviaual 
personallty. As the child learns to adapt to the various family members 
he is establiBhing patterns of behavior which will serve es a basis for 
his relations with other people. Then too, the individual's attitudes 
towards many of the important issues in life are molded by his adjust-
ment to the problems and difficulties.arising within the f~ily. 
"The family sets the stage to develop and utilize the child's abil-
3 
ities." It can bring him the satisfaction of knowing that he is wanted, 
is understood, is appreciatea, and is loved. The childts desire f~r 
approval is a basic human need. The family 1 s giving or withholaint of 
approval is an important factor in guiaing the cr~ld 1 s behavior. The 
family teaches the child his first lessons in living with other people 
l Mrs. V1illiam c. Treuhaft, UHow Can We Interpret uroU? fi"ork to 
the Public in These Times", Selected Papers in Group Work and Commun:it.y 
Organization, p. 20 . . -
. II 
2 John C. Flugel, ~ Psychoanalytic Study of the Family, p. 4 
II 
3 John C. Flugel, ibid, ~- 4 
!h 
and making adjustments to them. 
The attitudes of family members towards each other and tov.arcrs the 
child are also important factors to consider in studying the influence 
of the fwnily experience on the chilO.; as in turn ·are the chilo's atti-
tudes towards them* "In general, acceptapce by a ;arent creates ele-
ments of strength in the personality, and rejection by a parent creates 
elements of weakness."4 
Second only in importance to the attitudes of the pELrents and chil-
dren towards each other are the attitudes of the chilaren to one another 
'It 
From his studies of family relationshipa, Flugel believes that although 
love is the first emotion evoked in the child's relations towards his 
parents~ with the junior members of the family the oppoei te emotion of 
hate is in moat cases the primary reaction as a result of the competi-
tion for the parents' love. 5 This would seem to substantiate the belief 
that sibling rivalry is quite a normal reaction and when not carried to 
extremes coula perhaps be a valuaule part of the child's developm~nt. 
For1 as the child learns to overcome these first feelings of hate to-
wards his siblings and begins to love them> he again gains experience 
in relationships invaluable to him, for he learns to adjust to and over-
come situations which might at first be unpleasant and unsatisfactory. 
Actually, in many cases a study of the child's reaction towards his 
siblings is a good clue to his relationships with the parent. Sibling 
rivalry becomes serious in proportion to the competition for the par-
4 Percival fit. Symonds, The Dynamics of PELrent Child Relation-
ships, p. 99 '-e--
n . 
5 John c._, Flugel1 ..2.2• .ill•, p. 19 
7. 
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ents' love and affection. It is not usually serious, nor does it lead 
to undesirable syuptoms v;hen the p~ren ts reelly love all the children. 
Attitudes 'l'lhich siblings have towards each other oftentimes reflect par-
ental attitudes towetrc'1s the children. The normal give-e.nd ... tske between 
sibling~ provides the Ofi)Or~unity for rele&.se of ag;;;ressi·qe in1;;mlses 
arou~ed by parentsl restrictions.6 ~hen hostility b~twe0n siblings ia 
serious, it m~y indicate that the chile is ai~pl~cing his feelings to-
warda his perents onto his siblings. 
The family setting is where the chilo. grow6 to IiJ.aturity. The de-
strable atmosphere is one where his needs are met in a relaxed, accept-
ing m&nner~ Naturally, it is not alw~ys possible for the chilcits needs 
to ·oe cor.11)letely filled by the ff.mily, nor :i,.s it always desiruble. The 
process of child development has, as its goal, freeing the child from 
depending on the parents for c:lirection and care, and enabling him to 
rely on his own efforts as regards his livelihood and his own judgement 
as regards his conduct,? 
If, by chance, the child was not encour&geu to become inde~endent 
of the family his abilities to participate independently in the world 
at large would be limited. ~ child learns to become inde~sndent as he 
gradually learns to depend on hi1nself ·to satisfy t.d-s needs., It is very 
important, however, that this emancipation be graaual, the child must be 
secure in the blo~ledge that he can rely on the parents when his own 
efforts fail. tf As Flugel says t 
A too sudden or too complet~ revolt from the parental guidance 
6 Percival 111. Symonds, ..21?..:. cit. , p • 99 
~~====~========7==J=ohn===C=·==F=l=~=ge=l=,==o=p=.==c=it==.,==p=.==4l============================~F========= 
$. 
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and tradition lliay be productive of a bias against, anti disrespect fo 
every kinti of authority and convention, that will tend to prevent 
all use ana enjoyment of the experience of the ~ast and all orderly 
co-operation in the social life of the presen·t. 
Jh ~ Child ~ the Group 
As the chilats experiences teach him that in reality his family re-
lationship can't bring him the complete fulfillment of his needs, he 
begins to reach out to other people for satisfaction as well as to de-
velop independence. "It is this readinetJs to form new relationships tha. 
brings him into the group. n9 
In the group situation he repeats to a degree his dependency rela-
tionshipa in the family but not to the same intensity. lfThe leaders and 
the members of the group present themselves as intermediaries: the child 
finds in them. new love-objects which nevertheless repeat, i:.he family sit-
uation to a ctegree.n10 This would seem to imply that the group relation-
ship helps the child in the transition between aepenuency, particularly 
on the parents, una independence by making possible the gradual emanci-
pation previously discussed as being desiraule. As the child reaches 
out for new relationships to replace, in part, old ones, he establishes 
ones which don't make the break complete and final since they repeat 
the family situation to a degree. 
Wherever a set of predominantly positive relationships is es-
tablished between an adult and a group of children with sincere 
esprit de corps present, psychologically the leader comes to repre-
lt 8 John C. Flugel, ibid, .P• 47 
9 Edith Buxbaum, "Transference and Group Formation in Children 
and Adolescents11 1 The Psychoanalytic Study of the Child, vol. I, P• 362, 
1945 
jll======~======l=O==E=d=i=t=h=B=u=x=b=a=um==1==i=bi=d='==P=·=3=6=1=.================================~========= 
sent an ideal parent .figure. 
Similarly the quality of relationship among the members is 
that of siblings within an ideal family setting. 
As is the case with a young child in the family the inevitable 
feeling of rivalry for the leader's individual attention and affec-
tion are usually resolved through the process of identification .. 
This feeling of joint possession of the leader strengthens the 
bond between members and increases the solidarity of the group.ll 
In the family, situations and relationships are largely imposed up-
on the child and therefore, usually beyond his control. In w.ost group 
situations, however, the child is a voluntary member; therefore, he has 
chosen the position of submission, obedience, and dependence. hi.utual 
identification of the members through the leader gives the individual 
child a feeling of safety. Therefore, while he might be afraid to a.is-
agree with his parents for fear of losing them, the aecuri ty tba·t comes 
from identification with his companions makes it possible for him to 
disagree with the leader who is a parent substitute. 
By disagreeing or breaking with the leader, the chilO. is repeating 
his attempt to break away from home. 11Every break resul·tis in an increas 
in identification wi~h the leader which in turn makes him more depend-
ent.nl2 Then too, his periods of submission in the group give him a 
chance to participate actively in an experience which he had to accept 
passively before because in the group his membership is voluntary and he 
has chosen a. submissive role. 
The group members and leader support him as he strives to achieve 
11 Saul Scheidlinger; ''Understanding the Adolescent in a Group 
Setting", Journal of Educational Paycholo~Y; p. 60, September, 1949 
12 E<iith Buxbaum, .Q.:g· cit., p. 363 
9. 
independence and at the same time are willing to continue to accept him 
even when he finds it more comfortable to submit. He is not £orcea to 
submit but is obeaient because he chooses to be, "Instead of being 
forced into independence by the traumatic process of rejections, he does 
the rejecting on h.i..s own.nl.3 
The group-provides .an opportunity through identification with the 
leader which prepares and encourages the child to give up his-J..)osition 
as a child and to behave in an adult way, and thus fills an invaluable 
function. In fact, 11The opportunity to submit and revolt alternately 
against the leadership and the group is one of the characteristics which 
in particular make the group indispensable for the adolescent.nl4 
13 -EQith Buxbaum, ibid, p4 364 
14 Edith Buxbaum, ibid, P• 369 
10_. 
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CHAPTER III 
CONCEPTS OF GF..OUP WORK 
A~ Introduction 
When we speak of social group work ·we refer to a ws.y of working wi 
people in groups. Our interest in people makes us want to help them, 
not by doing things for them but instea~ by helping them to learrL to 
help themselves. 
Social group ~ork is a process and method through which inci-
viduals in groups in social agency settings are helped to rel~te 
themselves to other people and to experience growth opportunities 
in accordance with their needs ana capaci ·ties. In social group 
work, the grou1.J itself is utilize:d by the in~i vi~ual with the help 
of the ~orker, as a ~rimary means of personality growth, change, 
ana development. The worker is interested in helping to bring 
individual growth and social development1for the group as a whole as a r~sult of guidea group interaction. 
&1 inaividual joins a group because for some reason his naeas will 
be better satisfied as a member of the group than if he werentt a mam-
ber, Group work builds on this fact and seeks to provide for the lei-
sure time of people by arranging for activities which will meet their 
needs as inaividuals. 
The key to the quality of the group experience is the group worker, 
who is an enabler, a helping person. His goals are to encourage the 
individual members and the group as a whole to greater adjuatment and 
better fulfillment. The group worker has three tools to aid him in his 
work: his own personality, the grou~ relationships, ana the informal re 
reational program. 'Ihese arc always tools, never ends in themselves be-
l.Harleigh Tracker, Social Grouo ~' P• 8 anct 9 
11. 
cau~e their purpose 1$ to guide the worker in achieving his goals.2 
B. Therapeutic Values of Group Work 
Groups are ·an important part of our liveth 11People :solve most of 
their questionsabout living through their group a.ssociations.u3 Be-
longing to groups and having sta.-tus with one 1 s contemporar:i.ea is essen-
tial to each of ua. Group aasociations play an important part in mold-
ing 'the personality, 
It seems indeed strange to look purposely, as it were,. away 
from the fact that the individual is a. product of the group and its 
psychic forces and that the group i$ his natural life element. 
The individual grows up in the permanent grouf> of the :f8JI'.li1y 
and develops in the many4ana varied though less intimate groups of school~ playground, etc. . 
It would seem, then, that, since group associations play such an 
all-il!lportan t part in mblding the peraona.li ty, malad jus tmeu ta udgh t re-
sult because a.t some point the particular group experience did not meet 
the needs of the inaividual. It would seem further; that, be~ause of 
the benefits of group association, another kina of group experience migb. 
be ab+e to fi~ these unmet needs and thus counteract the damage done by 
this earlier group experience.5 
Gisela Konopka states that UJUl group work has some therapeutic as-
2 Gisela .Konopka, TheraJ,?eutio Group ~ork With Chlluren, p. 4 
3 Bertha Reynolds; Learning~ 'I·eae.t1ing in the Practice of So-
cial~' p. 89 
4 Oeaar Sternbach, .22• cit., p .. 92 
5 013oar Sternbach, ·-ibid, p. 92 
12. 
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pects. 116 Therasy implies the treating not of SYlnptoms but rather of the 
underlying causes for them.. The question a.risets: Wb.&t ia there e. bout 
group experience which gives it therapeutic value? 
Sternb~:.ch believes trwt the basic therttp~utic asi)ects of group ex-
perience ll.re the inherent op,a;>ortunit;ies it presents for the satisfaction 
of basic iniitinctual drives and the fact that it represents a testing 
ground for the inuividualls social uevelopment.7 
A positive experience in a group i& contiucive to the development of 
self-confidence and security.· The satisfactions uerivea from the group 
interaction and the program activit;y in many ways balance or prevent. the 
ill effects of the frustrations to which the individual may have been 
exposed in other areas which should have })rovia.ed satisfactions.,s 
Identific~tion with the s~nctards of the group as a whole and those 
of the individual members introduces desirable features into the person-
ulity. The higher social values of the group; plus an interest in those 
activities apprec~ted by the group as a whole, create important char-
acter changes in many instanees•9 
The group experience encourages the development of self-confiaence 
and provides an opportunity for the inuividual to satisfy his instinc-
tual neeas in soci~lly acceptable waye. 4 growing interest in the en~ 
6 Gisela Konopka, 11Similaritiea and tifferences .Detween Group 
Work and Group Therapyil, Selected Papers in Group Work ana ,Commur.itl 
Organization, P• 59 
7 Oscar Sternbach, ..Q.B" cit,., p. 92 
8 Oscar Sternbach, ibid 
9 Oscar Sternbach, ibid 
13. 
vironment which makes the satisfying group experience possible stimula 
the individual to be willing to accept restrictions on bi& more infan-
tile desires as demandeo by the larger group~lO 
Secure in the a.cceptance of the groups the incii vidual is able to 
give up certain defenses which ~d been aeveloped to protect himself 
against the deva~tating feeling of being unacceptable~ The feeling of 
protection experienced by having a meaningful relationship with other 
people alleviA.tes anxiety .. 11 
Q. Working with lndi vidua.ls ~ ~ Group 
The therapeutic values of group experience focus attention on the 
individual in the group; we become oonscious of the many ways in which 
the group association can be of benefit to him. In fact, one recognized 
aim of social group work is to help individuala use their association 
with the others in the grou1) so that they will grow and devalop •12 'I'his 
goal empha.sizes the importance of understanding the individual t s behav-
ior in the group., In this connection, it is important to remember that 
group as well ae individual dynamics contribute to the individual be-
,, 
ha:vior in a group aett1ng.l:3 
The words ntherapeutic va.luesrr, however, should not cause us to 
confine our thinking of' individuals in terms of problems or serious dis-
10 Oscar s.~ernbaoh, ibid 
11 Oscar Sternbach, ibid 
l2 Harleigh Treoker, SJ!· ill·, fl· 86 
1,3 Clare Fiske and others, Cementing Case~ and Group Work 
Relationships, P• 16 
turbanees. "Work is done with inciiviauals in groups not because they 
are 'problemst but because they are ,i;)ersons, and the &rouj> is worthwhile 
only if it meets their specific needs~•l4 The group worker tries to find 
out ~hat it is the in~ividual wants and when posaible tries to hel~ him 
satisfy these v.e.nta by means of his participation in the group. It must 
be remembered, however, that the groui) worker gives help to the inc.ivid.-
ual as a member of the group; he does not try to assume a casework re~ 
lationship with him. 
In addition to the direct benefits to the inaividual, individualiza 
tion in grou~ work is important because it contributes to the group pro-
cess. If the worker is to be able to plan and form groups which offer 
satisfying social relationships, it is important that he re~ch the group 
at its own level of development. 1hi$ ean be d.one more effectively 
through some knowledge of the individual members. Then too, .lmowl.edge 
of the needs of the individual will contribute to his uncterstanaing of 
the basic needs of the grol.lP,' again a necessary factor in plarhling and 
in helping the worker de ter.w.ine his role in relation to the group.. Know 
leo.ge of the inai vici.u.e.ls l needs will alao help in the u.evelopman & of a 
balance in group participation so that eaoh individual will be able to 
achieve personal satisfaction as well as contribute to the growth of the 
group. 
D. Limitations of Individualization in Group Yiork 
Evidence indicates that modern group work doea have a very sincere 
interest in the individual. However, the recognized complexities of the 
15, 
14 Harleigh Tracker, .Q.R. ill· , p • 87 ~~~============~==~==~~~~~~~~==== -  ...... :.:.. ~:·-r•.<. -,~·~"'.!t<?'e-- .. ·- ~- ,· 
~ :-r· •"- -~;·. -' ...,_ ' • ·. ; ':,+i;. , 
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I 
group process seem to impose certain limitations on individualization in 
group work~ Although the professionally trained group worker is a~are 
of a need for greE-ter ind.ividualization1 certain reality factors limit 
his opportunity to develop this area~15 
Perhaps the outstanding llinitation is the very pressing factor of 
group load in most group work agencies~ '?York loads co tend to dull the 
worker's sensitivity to the needs of the individual. As a result, the 
usual practice in a grou? work agency is for the actively aisruptive 
individual to come to the e:ttention of the "Vrorker. The individual who 
expresses his problem in the form of ~assive withdrawal or strong de-
fenses tends to be overlookedJ6 
Another common limitation is the leaaerts lack of skill,. 'l'his ia 
particularly conspicuous in the volunteer leaders upon whom the group 
work agencies rely so heavily. A lack of professional control in the 
leader's relationship with the members of the grou~ is a serious handi-
cap • Then too, ignorance of social case work resources and the manner 
in which they can be used blocks referral~17 
A third serious limitation is the unwillingness on the part of some 
individuals to accept referr~ls. Individuals come to group work agencies 
mainly for recreational activities, not for help1 snd therefore hesitate 
in ms-~y instances to accept help when it is offerect.1* 
15 Cl.are· Fiske ana others, Cementing Casework and Group Work 
Relationships; p. 16 
16 Clare Fiske anct others, ibid 
17 Clare Fiske and others, ibid 
18 Clbl.l'e Fiske and others, ibid 
. -. ~ 
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E. Soecialized Approach t.o Individual 1'roblems Through Controlled GrouJ;Js ' 
It seems apparent, then; that although the group WOl'lter aoes recog~ 
nize indi vid.ual needs and seeks to fulfill them through the grou~? pro~ 
cesf:>, various limitations on individualization in group worl~ do exist .• 
In addition, many tirue~ efforts to refer a member to an agency-for more 
intensive individual treatment are ineffective; the inQiVidual ~ay re-
sist treatment or for some reaeon be unable to accept it-. 
The question is raised: what provisions are made for the person who 
cannot aSljust to the usual group situation nor be helped by individual 
treatment to solve his problem? 
It would seem that such persons coul~ benefit from particip~tion in 
a specialized group experience which h&s been geared to meet the neeas 
of unadjusted inaivieiuals. Controlleo. groups which attempt to fl..llfill 
this purpose ao exist~ They may be called therapy grou~s, psychiatric 
groups, diagnostic or clinical groups; anci protective groups. The .f)ro..-. 
gram of the Children's Aid Association) Department of ~eighborhood Clubs, 
illustrates the protective group work approach, 
F. Protective Group ~ork 
Protective group work is one attempt to meet the needs of those 
persons unable to deal aut~matically with small group relationships or 
with large mass or interest activity groups.19 
According to Spiker "Protective groups are primarily for insecure 
children whose social development has been retarded, who are unable to 
relate to o·ther children of their age and who are unable to use the 
19 Helen Rowe, Letter ~ l:l'iarjory: viarren, April, 1949 
u_ .. ,_ --
group faciliti$S which may exist.n20 
Many children are unable to relate themsel"tfea to other children 
their own age because of same emotional deprivation they have experi-
anced, probably in their families. Recognition that it is important 
:for children to have. satisfying relationships with. qther children stim-
ulates the formation of protective groups around these children. The 
aim is that~ 
The protective group experience will expose them not only to 
play materials and children their own age; but primarily to a warm 
and understanding adult who by accepting their negative as well as 
their positive feelings, offers them a relationship through which 
they can grow. Even when the need arises to place limits on the 
free expression of the hostile aggressive implusee, which are in-
terfering with their social adjustment, the leader is not punitive 
in his attitude, for the children must learn that disapproval is 
not identical with loss of love. The aim is through the group ex-
perience, to grant each child the amount of freedom that he ean 
use canstiructively. Some boy$ and girls need to be helped to ex-
press hostile feelings that have been inhibited. Others need the 
f.!Upport of the leader to learn how to ueal with hostile feelings 
that are too freely expressed. The group leader becomes as it 
were a substitute for the ngood parent" of which the chila has been 
ueprived, an adult who is permissive or firm as the childfs needs. 
inO.icate. On the basis of this support, the child is often,able to 
reorient his attitude towards himself and others and to mooify his 
behavior to conform to the demands which other children make u~on 
him before they give him acceptance.. ?rogress in an individual 
is judged in terms of improvement in the child 1s abill ty to get on 
with other children.Zl 
The distinctive featu:r·e about this aspect of group work is that the 
group is formed around persons who need a group experience; the purpose 
is to use the group work method in the interaction of the members and 
the leader plus the program activities to meet the special needs of the 
20 Dorothy Spiker, "Protected Groups in the Treatment of Young 
Children", American Journal of Orthopsy;chiat:r;y, P• 660, October, 194.3 
21 Dorothy Spiker, ibid 
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individuals~ The ultimate objective iG to enable the individual even-
tually to move in to wider group aaaocia tions. 
In a sense ,these groups are natural groups since the mettlbers are 
friends of the referred individual. The leader takes an active part in 
the program~ guiding the interaction in accordance with the needs of 
the members. Although the leader has an understand~ng of the indi~id­
ual's limitations as well as his strengths, the focus is on the strength 
and how to develop them., The les.c'1$l' relates to the members both in the 
group and on. the. basis of in.di vidual con ta.ots; since this relationship 
is an important part of the group experience and the value it brings to 
. the individual, the leader encourages its growth. 'When necessary~ the 
leader is a.bla to use the various community resources to meet the needa 
-of the individuals and their families .. 
Since the total group experience is geared to the needs of the 
referred individuals, there is a good deal of flexibility in the struc-
ture and organization of the groups. The composition and development 
of the groups vary as do the needs of the individual. 
G. Group Therapy 
.llthough it is recognized that protective group work has a thera--
peutic purpose, it is not considered to be group therapy.22 Both methods 
employ the group work proc-ess but they differ in certain definite re...,. 
speota. Protective grou~ work generally remains within the framework 
of the neighborhood setting and the natural groupings; group therapy 
occurs up.der clinical auspices in close connection with the services of 
22 Clare Fiske and others, ~- cit., p •. 19 
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a paychia.trist,23 This is not a rigia. distinction, however. 
Grou~ therapy deals more directly with a recognized sickness~24 The 
focus is the reduction of the personrui ty disorder. The focus in pro-
tective group work is the individualrs participation in a group experi-
enoe and his development, because of it; of new skills, knowledge, and 
leadership qualities+25 
In this study activity group therapy will be discussed as an illu~ 
tration of group theratpy be.oause it most nearly resembles the protective 
group work program of the Children's Aid Association, Department of' 
Neighborhood Clubs~ 
Activity group therapy creates a permissive atmosphere wh~re the 
child is free to act out his anxieties spontaneously rl thout fear of 
criticism. Relieved of guilt feeling-s surrounaing his so-called abner-
mal behavior; the child gradually becomes able to find. ~aith both in 
adult ®derstauding and his own aoi.li ties to behave in e. .manner accept-
a.bl.e to his pa€1re/6 
The leader teno.s to be both passive and permiss-ive. Controls t:~.QI.e 
l.argely from the group i tsell ~ The leader helps to create an under-
standing atmosphere and becomes a symbol of unconditional love. He 
accepts anti-social behavior but does not condone it... In the process he 
indicates tha·t his .liking for a child is independent of the childfs be-
2.3 Giaela Konopka, Letter Jill Marjory Warren, ~1\pril,. 1949 
24 Gisela Konopka} ibid 
.25 Helen Rowe, ..QB.'• cit~. 
26 Clare Fiske and others • 19 
20 •. 
The membership of the therapy group is carefully selected to acheive 
the delicate balance necesaary for the function~ 
In the beginning at least, the therapist plays a passive and ac~ 
cepting role., The discovery on the part of the members that hia atti-
tude of permissiveness will contin~e regardless of their behavior en-
eourages the release .of guilt feeling~. When this happens, the children 
gradually become able to re-orient their behavior patterns unt:Ll they 
become satisfying to themselves and acceptable to society~ 
21., 
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CH/.PTER IV 
CHILDR~~~s AID ASSOCIATION 
DEPARTMENT OF NEIGHBORHOOD CLUBS 
11The use of group work as a supplement to case work service in help-
ing children with problems or adjustment is comparatively new.nl Yet, as 
far back as 1887 the Children r s Aid Association, a child placing and 
adoption agency concerned with chilaren presenting personality and be-
havior problems resulting from the breakdown or instability of their 
family, realized that the development of these problems could have been 
forestallea if they had been recognized ana treated at the beginning. 
Therefore, this agency extablished a Home Libraries Department to supple-
ment its individual services. 
The program, a simple one, focused on the exchange of books and on 
story telling. But a.s the groups evolved and the leaders' awareness of 
children's needs increased; the program expanded quite naturally to adapt 
itself to the nE!eds which presented themselves. 
The value in such a program has been in the small, informal, natu-
ral groups meeting in the home and conducted under atiult leadership~ 
The present function of the Department of Neighborhooa Clubs (so-
called since 1946) has grown out of a community need for a specialized 
group work service geared to me6t the needs of certain chilciren ~hose 
needs cannot be met by the programs of existing group work agencies. 
Groups are organized for chilaren whose special needs may be cate-
gorized into two· general classifications: (1) some kind of physical 
l Marjory Warren, Description of Neighborhood Clubs 
handicap or liwitation and (~) some personality difficulty which mani~ 
fests itself in a behavior or emotional problem. Referrals to this :;ro-
gram may come from clinic, case work agencies, and hospitals, as well uf! 
from parents and. group- work agencies .• 
'Iha group is formed. around a cip.lti. who particularly needs a group 
experience. The membership is usuaily arawn from his own neighoorhood 
and consists of: children with whom he is already associating or would 
like to associate. Therefore, the group in many respects is a natural, 
friendship group. The Department feels that there is special value in 
having ·t:.he members come from the referred child t s own neighoorhood be .... 
cause they are children with whom he will have to get along. Then too, 
it is felt that having normal children in the group does. help the ill or 
unadjusted child. 
It is intere~ting that children with problems often ctraw around 
them other disturbed children. In this way children who neea the help 
of a social agency come to the attention of the llepartment. 
'Ihe Department does not usually accept a chilet unless it is possible 
to have at least four other children in the club since fewer than this 
number would not give the child the benefit of a real group experience.; 
The groups are gradually increased in size as the childls needs warrant 
it. However, numbers are not encouraged since the Departntent feels that 
too many members would limit the degree to which the referred chilu 
could receive individual attention. 
The groups meet at least once a week and a summer caiDping program 
helps to maintain the continuity of service~ The meeting place is de-
it~=*================================~===== 
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pendent upon the needs of the group and the neighborhood resources~ 
groups benefit from meeting in'the homes; other groups need to be away. 
1'he facilities of the other group i7ork agencies in the neighborhood are 
utilized for meetings and special activities, p&rticularly wh&n the 
group is being prepared. for transfer from the protected group work ~et­
tinb to the x·egul~r leibure t.ima agenciea. 
The grou.~ is organized oy c;.. staff member ~ho carrie~ the group un 
the right kind of volunteer leauership can be secured. The grou9 con-
tinues as long as the needs of the referred child ana the others warrant 
it, Some groups continue for ~s long as five years; others for just one 
year~ 
'I'he group program then is not long term,; it serves a temporary need 
It exists to help the child to adjust to a group in a protected situa 
until such time as he is able to relate to other groups~ At that time a 
transfer to a regular group work agency is made. 
The Department maintains a relationship with the referring agency 
so that the group experience can be evaluated in terms of treatment goal 
The Department else keeps in touch with group work agencies so that 
transfers will be facilitated. 
The Department operates about thirty clubs a year. The availabili 
of staff an~ the function of the de~artment limit the number of refer~ 
rals which c~m be accepted.. 
The distinctive feature about this program is the emphasis on inai~ 
vidualization beyond. th&.t in most group v:ork. 111he lea<iership, the 
pl~ce of meeting, the members, the ,i)rograJ:A of activities~ and the rela-
24~ 
tionships involved are used to help the inriividual around whom the 
group is formed.n2 It is hoped, however, th.at the level of a1rli.vi.tiaa 
and the leaderls relationship with the members will be euoh that the 
me~~.bers will not be aware that the program .is beb.g geared to the lim-
itations of the referred chil.d. _But there have been speoi£io situations 
in whieh circumstances made it necessary for the lead.ar to help the Dl8fl!.-
bers realize that the referred child bad special needs whtch they could 
help to fulfill. 
2 Marjory Warren, ibid 
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In trcci.uc tion 
CHA.;..:JTE.R V 
Ph.U3.E:.NTATION OF CAGES 
Group interaction is the medium through which ind.i viaual growth an<i 
development take place.1 It refers to the give and take aspects of' group 
life. 2 Involved in it are the relationships among the grou~ ~embers; the 
relationship between the worker ana the members both as inaividuals and 
as members of the group as a whole; and the common goals, interests, and 
needs in which the members ~hareo3 Under the guidance of the leader, 
interaction process creates the program activity of the group. 
Wilson and RylDnd state that 11 Eech person in the group reacts ac-
cording to his particular personality pattern~u4 This implies th~t each 
individual comes into a group situation with his olm particular needs 
which he seeks to fulfill.. His role in the group interaction then~ ene 
the degree ~~d kind of satisfactions he derives froo the grou~ experi-
ence, would seem dependent on his success in fulfilling his needs. It 
would seem further that where there are similar needs, there woula be 
somewhat similar patterns of behavior and kinds of satisfactions ~cr~ 
The nine cases uncter study were classified into three groupin~s on 
the basis of similarities in the sources of the ;_)roble:ns, the s.:r.nptoms 
presented,.and the behavior in the grou.f> with particular reference to 
1 Gertrude r;'ilso~ and Gledys Ryle.nd~ ..QE.:.. cit., p~ 60 
2 darleigh Trecker, ..9.2..:. cit., .P• 119 
.3 Harleigh tracker, ibid, p., 120 
4 Gertrude Wilson and Gladys .f~yla.nd, .2f!.!. ..£!,h, P• t9 
aspect of the group process which seemed to give the indiviciua.l the most, 
satisfaction~ Each case is discussed in order of the seriousness of the 
problem and the symptoms; in each grouping the more serious cases are 
discussed last. 
Group I 
This group consists of three children$ two girls and one boy, re-
ferred to D.N.c.5 for help in their social adjustment because of the emo 
tional problems evolving from inadequate family relationships, particu-
larly in regard to th~ir relationships with their mothe~$. They had 
similar symptoms, varying of course in intensity, and seemed to benefit 
mostly in the group experience from a very close and meaningful relation 
ship with the leader. Their relationships with the members and the pro-
gram activities ranked sec.ond and third as satisfactions. 
Case I~ Eleanor J., Age at Referral: .§., Club Member: .1 years 
'!'he J. 's are a lower-middle class family living in a congest.ed 
city area. Their apartment is crowded and ina del:.!, tl8. te. M.r. J .. is 
steadily emf1loyed but earns madera tely. There are three ehilu.ren., 
Eleanor and her younger brother anti sister. 
Mr. J. is a quiet, sen~itive man who shows a good ueal of un-
derstanding and affection to~~ras Ele&nor. He h&s feelings of in-
adequacy and. failure because of his inability to give his family 
more conveniences, particularly when he compares his limited aehiev 
menta with the successes of both his own and his wife 1 s families. 
Mrs. J. is a tense!l nervous woman and a veritable "talking ma-
chine". She is largely responsible for the concentration on phys-
ical lieaith which seems to permeate the home atmosphere. Her con-
versations revolve around illnesses, mediei:ae, and doctors.. Mrs. J. 
is much more relaxed in her attitude and affections toward the two 
younger children than she is to Eleanor. It appears tQ be the re-
lationship with the mother that creates an adjustment problem. 
There is indication that Mrs. J. did not give her the love and at-
~ 5 Department of Neighborhood Clubs 
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tention she needed after the birth of her siblings; the mother de-
voted herself to her babies at the expen$e of her eldest child. 
Thus there is evidence of Eleanorts unsa-tisfying rel&tionship with 
her ~other. She was not secure in the knowledge that her mother 
loved her anct was interested in her. These feelings of doubt were 
manifested in her behavior; Eleanor mad.e excessive demanct.s o.Ll her 
mother for attention. She was reluctant to leave her moth~rts pres-
ence, was hyperactive, nervous and concentraten on physical symp-
toms. iirl.rs. J ~ has been made av;are of her responsibility for 
Eleanor's s~ptoms and is now consciously trying to counteract the 
. earlier damage. 
Eleanor has mixed feelings towaras per siblings. She seems to 
resent her brother most; but then, he was the fi:rst to take her 
motherts attention away from her"' On epecific in::rtances she ex-
pressed desires to destroy him.. She has expressee1 a gooa. aeal of 
fondness for her younger sister. 
Eleanor wa$ six years old when she became a olub member~ She 
was originally in a group formed by D.N~c. around a girl who needed 
help· in expressing herself and in adjusting to girls her own age~ 
Eleanor cont.inued in this group for two years when it stoppea be-
cause the referred girl moved from the neighborhood,. The club was 
re-formed this year at the request of Mrs. J. to provide Eleanor 
with an opportunity for normal play~ The winter the club had dis-
banded, Eleanor had been seriously ill for a three month period; 
her emot.ional _;>roblems finally culmina ted in a physical breakdown,. 
Although her recovery has been satisfactory, the doctor felt it 
imperative that she participate with other children her ege in nor-
mal, relexing activities. For the purposes of this stuay, Eleanor's 
grou~' adjustment will be discussed from her initial group member-
ship. 
Eleanor was insecure in her early group relationships.. She 
found it necessary to cssert herself,. to be a.uthorit.ative and 11 bos-
sy'1. She made pressing demands on the leader for individual atten-
t.ion.. She was generally excited and 11all over the 9lace11 .. Bhs was 
adept at learning and a meticulous worker; she likec.t nice things .. 
She became nervous and tense when the others finished before she 
did. The other members werentt especially important to her; she 
preferred being alone:. The leaaer, not the members}' Vias her main 
interest~ 
Eleanor also needed the security of beL~g the focus of &tten-
tion in eames; it was important to her that she be u i t 1t. She we.s 
fearful that so.m.e\'}ne ·vmuld take her tun1.. Hhe showed great imag-
!~~tive c~pacity; she needed to create and possess material onjects~ 
She liked to be singled c.ut for special uuties. She was generally 
antagonistic to~ards the other members, bickering and fighting 
with them. 
The prograo em:;:Jhasis with thi~ ,;articular group has been to 
stimulate t.he members to self-expres£ion ana. il1te.rE;ction with each 
other~ Acting-out was encouraged oy sim~le ylays, ~tory-acting, 
singing, painting, games, etc. Simple crefts were also ~&rt of the 
program ~ctivities. 
The leader was a very i.m,9ortant person to i!.:leanors she coveted 
the relationship viith her and dit1 not want to share her with anyone 
else. She plotted ways to inveigle the leE;der to S;.Jenci more time 
with her. She might refer to an imaginary physical symptom to gain 
attention from. the leader.. The leader tried throughout to give her 
the special attention she craved, and to be calm and relaxed ~ith 
her~~ 
There have been significunt changes in ~leanor1s behavior sine 
the group began. Her obsessive drive to receive atte~tion from an 
adult has apparently been satisfied, for bel, deme:tnds on the leaue:r 
are fewer~ The other members are now important to her, and she 
seeks to :::trengthen her relationship with them. InsteaQ of e.rguing 
and bickering, she now seeks to cooperate end help. She is much 
more reln:,;:ecl and quiet in the group meetings. She no longer makes 
an issue of her physical symptoms, but instead expresses a sensi-
tivity to and a sympathy for~ the illnesses of others~ She seeks 
attention through displaying her talents ana abilities rather ihan 
through destructive pursuits. 
Discuosion 
Fee tors iu the J~'a.mily; isxnerience l'hich 8eGL1eO. to Affect tho Child r o 
Initia:l .Adjustment to the Group. 
Eleanor's insecurH;y in her family relationships and her establi 
means of aaJusting to this situation are reflectea in her early group 
experience. Her efforts to assert herself in an au·~hori tative ami bossy 
way constitute an e. ttempt to identify herself' with a defini ·te, s t;&. tus-
giving role which in turn would bring the security she needed.. 
Her pressing concern to be the centrul figure in games and her ex-
pressed fear that someone would take her place indiCE!te how importent it 
was that she achieve anct hold a pre~tige position. H~r position as the 
single object of her parentst attention had been destroyed oy the ~irths 
of her siblings, particularly her brother. For her own hapJ?inees, she 
wa~ under pressure to cchieve this attention elsewhere, even if she had 
to force it by a belligerent, domineering attitude; she neaded i~nediate 
satisfaction and couldn't afford to let it develop naturally~ This 
pressure to prove herself might have stimulated her physicclly, and thus 
have contributed to her intense excitability and hyperactivity which she 
manifested both at home and in the group. This behavior did succeed in 
attracting attention, particularly of adults •. 
In her relationship with the leader, F,J.eanor duiJlicated the behavior 
patterns which she developed to gain the attention of her mother~ Sne 
plotted ways to entice the leader to devote a lot of time: to hlf:r, more 
so than she did with the other members. The lee.der seemed to be a ;.noth-
er figure to her. It was as important to Eleanor the. t the leader be 
physically near her as it was for her mother to be. 
Eleanor did not want to share the leader with the other members; 
she coveted her for herself~ This was another instance of the relation-
ship between her family experience and. behavior in the group~ She 
seemed to fear that the home situation might be reproauced in the group 
setting by having the other members displace her in the affection of the 
leader or mother-figure. 
Sibling rivalry at home was dupli~ated in her early inability to 
get along ~ith the_ group members. In both instances, they constituted a 
threat to her relationship with the adult mother-figure, so she fought 
back* 
It was possible for Eleanor to appeel to her mother on the basis of 
her intelligence and her physical sYl.!lptoms~ Her group behavior reflected 
31"' 
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these patterns. She worked carefully to produce clever, material results 
which would serve as tangible proof that she was worthy of her mother's 
love. Then too, as she was accustomed to us~ physical symptoms to gain 
her mother's attention, she reverted to a fabrication of physical symp-
toms to gain the leader's attention and .sympathy. 
Ways in Vihich Group Experience Seemed to M.eet the Child t s heeds 
The various program activities provided an excellent stimulus .for 
Eleanor's growth. She was encouraged to express herself through story~ 
acting, simple plays, games, etc., an~ achieved satisfying mate:rial re-
sults from the handicraft projects. Her successes made it possible for 
her to seek attention and gratification by displaying her talents and 
abilities rather than through destructive pursuits. In this later con-
nection, the support and encouragement of the other members was inva.lu~ 
able to her. Eleanor has a.very lovely singing voice and this, plus her 
general m-tistic talents, won her the admiration of the other members. 
She was able to p:)..ease people, particularly her peers. This achievement 
proviaed the secure foundation from which she could build more permanent 
relationships with the other members. She is continuing in this direc~ 
tion. 
The leader's role again was a very important part of a memberts 
group adjustm~nt. It wa.s very obvious that Eleanor's club leader repr.e-
sented a mother-figure and she used her to gratify some of her needs 
frustrated by her real mother. The l.eader•s sensitivity to Eleanorts 
needs and continuous acceptance of her; regardless of her behavior, con-
tributed to the satisfactions Eleanor derived from her g~oup membership. 
.32. 
The leader was able to incorporate her awareness of Eleanor's part~cular 
needs in actions such as dngling her out for special duties which re-
assured her of the leader's continuing interest in her. Then too, the 
leader tr~ed t~ be calm. and relaxed. with Eleanor at all times.. It was 
hoped that as Eleanor ~dent~fied with the leader .she might absorb this 
calmness and reduce her hyperactivity. 
Case. IIt Barbara A~, ~at Referral: 8, Club Member; 4 years 
The A. 1s are a middle-class family living in a loaa.l city. 
Their home is quite adequate and attractive, and they seem to enjoy 
a comfortable economic status. There are two children, Barbara and 
a. younger one.~ 
Mr. A. is a. good provider and is affectionately interested in 
the welfare of his family. He is a broker and has his headquarters 
at home. M:rs. A. describes him as being very nervous and tense, and 
likely to llblow up 11 when he is nervous. 
Mrs. A., the ll!.ore dominating parent, is a.n attractive, person-
. able and friendly woman, who is very active in civic and social 
a!f"airs. At the same time, however, she is a controlling person, 
shows a good deal of ambivalence, and seama tense and nervous, par-
ticularly in reference to Barbara. It is around Barb~ra's relation-
ship with her mot.her that her problems eenter. Mrs. A. has allnost 
completely rejected Barbara; she sees Barbara not as a person in 
her own right, but rather as a reflection of herself. Her major 
concern is that people will judge Barbara 1 s problems and behavior 
as her responsibility; she has no conception of Barbara's fe~linge. 
The presence of her mother has quite an emotional effect on Barbara; 
she becomes tense and feels inadequate. For a long time Mrs. A. 
was unable to recognize the emotional implications of Barbara's 
symptoms, or her responsibility towards creating them. 
There is indica. tion that Barbara feels an in tense degree of 
competition between here,elf and her younger sister for the motherta 
love and attention. This sister h~a been more fully accepted by 
the mother and therefore has a much morGJ secure place in tn.e family 
cirale .• 
Barbara waa eight years old when her club began. She was re~ 
ferred to D.N.C. by a child guidance clinic where she had been 
receiving treatment for the physical manifestations of her emotion-
al problems,. a pronounced twitchifli of the face and shoulder 1 par-
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ticularly when she was under a good deal of tension and pressure. 
Barbara had a tendency to be quiet, reserved, and withdraWJl. How-
ever, thia general behavior pattern alternated at times with periods 
of excitability and intenss hyperactivity. She had difficulty in 
establishing relationships with people on her own initiative, ,par~ 
ticularly with adults. She was inclined to stay in the house and 
play school, and was quite reluctant to participate in out-of-door 
play activities. · 
In her early group experience Barbara demanded a good deal of 
the leader's attention and appeared to be a border participant of 
the group, associating mainly with one of the younger members. She 
was quite tense, excitable and hyperactive~ Her early participation 
indicated an effort to fill her needs for attention and acceptance. 
It was vitally important to hal' that· aha be »itn in the various. 
g~es. Once she achieved this status,- the game lost interest for 
her. Barbara had a tendency to slap out at whoever was "itn when 
she wasn't~ She was particularly noisy and difficult to handle at 
these times. 
The referring ·agency recommended that the grou9 experience fur-
nish an active .program to give Barbara adequate outlet for her en-
ergy. This then was the .focus for the first three years of the 
club's existence when the program emphasis was on games, physical 
exercise, and simple crafts~ This theme waa al't.ered ~:~omewhat dur-
ing the fourth year to adjust to the changing needs of the members; 
as young adolescents they needed help in becoming at home in the 
new age level in which they found themaelves. 
The group leaders were important to Barbara; their acceptance 
of her as a person was instrumental in the developu!.ent of her rela-:-
tionship with them. There i.a indication that Barbara identified 
the leaders with her mother. She continually tested the relation-
ship with them, particularly their feeling toward her. 
Barbara has been loyal to the club. She seems to have a sin-
cere group feeling and to have integrated the democratic ;>hilosophy 
into her personality. She no longer ~amanda to be the .central fo-
cus and is able to participate with the others on a give and take 
basis. At the present time her twi tehing is virtually negligi'ble 
in the group meetings. Although she sometimes gets excited and may 
be carried away with her enthusiasm; she aoesn 1 t stand out as being 
particularly different from the oth&r~ in this respect. 
Discussion 
Fs.ctors in the Family ilix:oerience Which Seemed to A.f.fect the Child t s 
Initial Adjustment to the Group 
34· 
Barbara came into the club group with definite, specific needs which 
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could be related to her particular family experience. She was under 
terrific pressure at home to achieve; her mother's approval and acce~t­
ance of her was dependent upon her ability to prove she could do the 
things her mother wanted her to ao. She rarely succeeded at home; there 
fore, she needed an opportunity to prove to herself that she could a-
chieve elsewhere. 
Barbara's normal needs for acceptance anQ attention were not satis-
fied in the family relationship.. Therefore, she reacteci. in such a way 
as to force ·those, namely her mother, who would not give her ettention 
voluntarily because of a love relationahip1 to give her attention any-
way. The most extre:11e effort was her tic. Other means of attracting 
attention were her e4treme excitability and hyperactivity. These were 
the patterns Baroara developed to attain the satisfaction of her needs. 
Therefore, in a new group situation it is understandable that they 
would be carried over into it) l>articularly when, for a time, she would 
be even more insecure than in her family group. 
The records indicate that it was vitally important to Barbara that 
she be nit" in all the game$~ Once she attained this status, she lost 
interest in the game and was content to go on to another. She had no 
concern about the interest~ of the others, and seemed unaware that they 
too might like a turn at being Jtit".. Deprived as she was of the atten--
tion ana. interest of her mother at home, she desJ?erately sought fulfill-
ment of these needs in the group. Being 11it11 was one way of attaining 
the directed interest of the group and Barbara wanted it. 
Then too, Barbara had a tendency to slap at whoever might be nit" 
35. 
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and to be particularly noisy and difficult to handle at such times as if 
to attract attention from the central figure to herself. Perhaps she 
w~s trying to hurt the one who was the central figure as much as she had 
been hurt because aha wasn't, 
As was indicated, B~rbara did not feel secure and acce~ted in her 
family group ~d this pattern of not being sure of her place is revealed 
in her group behavior. ·For a long time 1 Barbara appeared to be only a. 
border member of the group,. Perhaps to protect herself from further .. 
hurt by rejection, she haci to test her relationship with the members and 
the leader before she could risk acknowledging the statue of full group 
member. 
Then too, Barbara associated mainly with one of the younger members. 
Again this pattern carries over from the family situation where she had 
only one sibling~ Insecure about her ability to form relationships with 
people because of her failures, she could risk st first only forming a 
close tie with one person •.. Also, the fact that the girl was younger 
seems to inciicate that Barbara might be identifying her with her younger 
' 
sister and created 11'Jith this friend the relationship she might have 
liked to have had with her younger sister. 
There are indications that Barbara identified the leader as a parent· 
-su.bsti tute with her mother,. And, as she coulcin' t be sure of her rela-
tionship with her mother, neither could sha accept the leacierls interest 
and acceptance of her on faith; ahe had to test the sincerity and perma-
nency of the leader's feelings from. time to time. It was important for 
her to learn that the leader accepted her as a person,. regardless of' her 
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behavior. · 
Barbara also haa other needs; She needed the opportunity to make 
decisions and to carry theni. through, to develop her powers of self-reli-
ance and initiative, and to grow in aelf-confidence.. She needed to know 
th&.t she was itnporta.nt to other people and had value aa a person in her 
own right. In addition, she needed the opportunity to establish rela-
tionships with people, both with adults and with children her own age 
' 
and possibly younger. Perhaps more important than all these was Barba-
rats very pressing need to have fun~ 
Ways in Which the Group Experience Seemed to .Meet the Child 1 s Needs 
Through the prog~am activities Barbara was encouraged to do things, 
to win games, etc... She was support&d in her suggestions and made 
sible for putting the plans intO effect. She was encouraged to contrib-
ute her ideas towards club plans. She was supported in her attempts to 
try something new and given special attention until she haa achieved it. 
She learned to relax in the group and to share in the jokes, laughter, 
and good times, 
Barbara benefited by being with girls her own age. Their toleranee 
of her and gradual acceptance and appreciation of aollie of her gestures 
helped increase her feelings that she had worth as a person. What was 
very important for Barbara was the fact that the other members did not. 
make an issue of her twitching or general nervousness; in the group her 
physical symptom did not lay her open to ridicule~ As Barbara's satis-
factions fr0111 the group experience grew, she .became increasingly able to 
extend her group relationships from one member to others. 
\ 
The leader's role was an important factor in the level of adjustment 
Barbara achieved, Deprived of a satisfying relationship with her mother 
Barbara turned to the leader. Each leader seemed to be quite sensitive 
to Barbarata particular need for understanding and acceptance by an adul 
and concentrated on showing her this. The very fact th&t in the course 
of the club history there was more than one leader gave Barbara an ex-
cellent opportunity to test adults further~ It was necessary for her to 
learn to accept and relate to a new leader each ye~r. Acceptance in 
turn by them gave her confidence in her abili·ty to relate to aO.ults in 
general •. The leader' .s support and ree.ssurance gave Barbara the secu-
rity she needed to try new things and attempt to develop new relation-
ships and contacts. The leader was responsible many t±mes for arranging 
to have the grogram &ctivities provide various elements necessary for 
Barbara's growth. The leader also was instrumental in creating the 
warmth and security in the club atmosphere ~hich made it possible for 
Barba~a to contribute.of herself to the group. 
Case _III: Donald P., Age at Referral:. _g, Club Member: 2. years 
The p,ts are a very comfortable middle-class family living in a 
local suburban town. Both parents have great intellectual capacity 
and are professionally employed. There are two children, Donald &nd 
a younger brother. 
The,nature of the parental work is such that they must continue 
wi tb it at home. This has been a disturbing element. L"l Donald t a 
life since it has deprived him of ~ companionable relationship with 
his parents, particularly his mother. Both parents are quiet, re-
served people; their work is the major thing in their lives. 
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Mr. P. is described by his wife as llloving children"; he fre-
quently brings gifts to Donald~ A good ball player himself 1 he has 
encouraged i.Jonald in this sport. Donald has achieved skill in it, 
but does not derive much enjoyment from it. Mr. P. has also tried 
to interest Donald in other outdoor activities but has been irrita-
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ted at his inability to accept his attentions. Donald refers to his 
f~ther by his first name. 
Mrs. P. gives evidence of difficulty in accepting her role as 
a mother and in knowing how to fuli'ill it. She has tried to follow 
books regarding child care, but because her contacts with people in 
a non-business capacity are few, her intellectual understancting has 
not been modified by a f~miliarity with the experiences and methods 
of other parents. Her methods have been comp~red to that of an ani-
mal trainer. In some instances she has been too permissive and in 
other respects rigidly authoritarian. Her methods have contributed 
to Donald's difficulties. Despite this lack of understanding, Don-
ald is very sensitive to his mother's feelings a.11d is able to re-:-
spond to them without any verbal communication between them. She 
was distressed that so strong a boy could be so lazy and was haun:bed 
by the fear that he would become troublesome in the neighborhood and 
school to suoh an extent that authorities would bring pressure to 
have him sent to an institution. In fact, because of parental dif-
ficulty in controlling him in public places, she threatened the boy 
with this possibility which frightened him greatly. Donald's basic 
problems.seemed to be fears of death, and separation from his mother 
the latter being equivalent to dying, as far as he was concerned. 
Donald was a very disturbed boy; he was ~ithdrawn, insecure; 
friendless, and spent a good deal of time occupied with fantasies. 
He needed constant reassurance that he was a good boy, and that his 
mother would be told that he was a good boy. His interests were 
limited; he did as he was told, but without much enthusiasm. His 
greatest enjoyment came from the feeling that he had "put something 
over". He was a passive boy, with little sense of hwnor; things 
which ordinarily amused other children his age did not, amuse him. 
He made himself conspicuous with odd gestures and was inexpert in 
using his hands. Donald was tested as being feebleminded but there 
was sufficient evidence to indicate. that he was potentially of nor-
mal intelligence and that his malfunctioning was the result of his 
severe emotional disturbance. He was unable to develop activities 
\Jhich were pleasurable to him and socially acceptable. He had de-
veloped various rituals of behavior to help him establish a feeling 
of order and ·safety between himself and the world at large. 
Donald has a younger brother who is very bright put elso neu-
rotic. There is some indication of sibling rivalry; the brother 
reflects the parental rejecting attitude that Donald is la~y and 
must be forced to do, things~ 
Donald was fourteen years old when his club began., He was re-
ferred to_D.N.C. by a child guidance clinic where he had been receiv-
ing treatm'ent. .They felt that Donald needed an experience with both 
boys and an understanding adult. In the group, Don&ld needed con-
stant reassurance that he was a good boy from the leader and the 
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other members, particularly when he did not follow their suggestions 
He also insisted they repeat his name and developed e ritual for 
them to use in saying goodby to him. He was fearful of losing the 
leader and used to embrace him; he questioned the leader to deter-
mine if he would miss h.iiil if he died.. In the beginning, Donald did 
not respond to the overtures of friendship by the other members. 
He hesitated trying new things and tired easily when working with 
his hands. 
His main program interest was trips, but he also enjoyed play-
ing music for the group. AJ:t.hough he did not o.lways work on craft 
articlesJ he enjoyed watching the other boys work. When he tired of 
the activity; he would go and lie down. He enjoyed painting and de-
veloped. some skill in using a coping saw. 
The two other members of the group were very understanding of 
him and wanted to help give him a satisfying e~perience~· They tried 
to interest him in new activities and although he di~lt. always par-
ticipate with them directly, their presence gave him satisfa.et,ion. 
Donald seemed to develop a strong and meaningful relationship 
with tlie leader. He was willing to share the leader rd th the other 
members but became anxious when the leader was not in sight. It was 
necessary at times for the leaner to speak to him sternly for his 
own safety and he accepted this. He demanded and received reas- . 
suranee from the leader that he l'iS.S ilnportan t to hio.- The le1;1der 
did not rigidly reject Donald's wanting to embrace him, but did try 
to discourage it in an accepting and understanding way. The leader 
tried to focus the club program so as to give Donald a satisfying 
and meaningful experience. Donald's transition from one club year 
to another was made possible through the acceptance and understand-
ing of the leader~ Although the second year there was a new leader, 
Donald was able to relate to him without too much difficulty. 
Donald is now able to feel, for the first time perhaps, that 
people are. sincerely interested in him. He is more secure in the 
group and does not have to ask as often if he is a good b~y and .if 
people like him. He is freer to relate to other people and this 
carries over into his out-of-group associations~ He is now able to 
accept simple pl~~ning and with a reasonable explanation related to 
reality follows through with the planning~ He has begu.?l. to under-
a tand· the. t with the group there must be certain necessary limitation 
on the individual for the benefit of the group a.s a v.rhole and is 
~ore willing to follow the suggestions for activities made by the 
other members. He is now able to res1Jonct to the words, "fun and 
friendtt. He no longer leaves the room immediately ·when craft pro-
jects are introduced, no~ does he regress as frequently to an infan-
tile level of adjustment~ He no longer makea denands to embrace.the 
leader. He is beginning to relate accounts of the group activities 
to his mother. · 
Discussion 
Factors in the Family &cperience 'f;hi.ch Seemed to .Affect the Chila' s 
Initial Adjus'b:llent to ~ Graue · 
Previous to his group experience, Donald haa rarely been able to 
feel close to anyone. His parents' work and interests created a barrier 
depriving him of a companionable relationship with them~ In the group 1 
Donald insisted compulsively that the boys and leader refer to him by his 
first name. By this request he seemed .to express resentment at being 
called by his last name-, which was his usual experience, and indicated. 
his very great desire to have a close, personal relationship with people. 
A major contributing factor to Donald's problems was the fear of be-
ing deprived of even the little relationahi~ he dici have with his parents 
To control his behavior his mother used the threat that unless he was 
,: . . 
good, he would be sent away.. This threat had a profound effect on Don-
ald, ana he needed constant affirmation that he haci been a goo~ boy. In 
the group, for a long time Donald peraevera.ted in asking if l1e was a good 
boy, if his mother would be told he was a good boy. 
To help himself in his adjustments, Donald had developed certain 
compulsive rituals which also carried over into the group as he developed 
a ritual for the members and leader to say goociby to him at the ena of 
each meeting. In this way, Donald took the initiative in establishing 
patterns which would bring him security. 
Donald's relationship with his brother was very unsatisfying. He 
had no friends. Therefore it was very difficult for him to relate to the 
other members; he could not re~pond to their o£fers of frienaship for 
some time. 
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When situations ~ecame too difficult for him, it had been Donald's 
practice to withdraw from them either physically1 or by regressing to a 
more infantile level of behavior;- he was unable to work them through on 
the reality level. Again in the group this pa tte;rr.a pre sen teci i tsel£. 
Donald was inexpert in using his hands; when a. program activity demanded 
this~ he would immediately leave the room and refuse to participate. 
In the beginning of the group as elsewhere, Donald's interests were 
limited and he did not welcome the opportunity to expand them~ He de-
rived satisfaction and security only from situations he knew very well. 
He couldn't risk the possibility of. jeopardizing what security he had by 
initiating some new activity which might fail, and so he kept hia inter-
ests limited. Evidently his ability to tolerate new failures was lov;; 
they were too threatening to him since they too constituted rejection. 
Failure would constitute bad behavior and this was a threat to the rela-
tionship he did have with his parents~ 
:.Juch as Don:ald needed an. opportunity to relate to boys his o'Vin age, 
so too he was hungry for a close and personal relationship with a11 adult 
figure. His parents were unable to fill this need. Therefore Donald 
turned to the leader. His fear of losing the leader corresponds to his 
fear of losing his parents. His desire to embrace the leader has oeen 
interpreted as an attempt on his part to relive a period of his childhood 
relationship with his parents which wasntt adequately satisfied at the 
time, 
VlaYs in )iihich the GrouP Experience Seemed to Meet the ChilO.' s Needs 
The active support1 help, and interest of both the members and the 
!. 
leader was a valuable expe:denoe for Donald. The ._0 . other membara M.re 
very understanding o:f hUt and ws.nted to help give him a sat,isfying ex....: 
perience~ By their behavior and attitudes they ware able to get this 
feeling across to him and he benefitted because o:f it. 
Since it was considered important for Donald to have experiences of 
~uceessful achievements, not of failures, no pressure or suasion was 
brought to bear on him to do more than he was able or ready to ao., The 
leader was awa~e that Donaldis hand and eye coordination was very poorly 
developed and in corpora ted this knowledge in the program planning. Such · 
a deficiency would make crafts and even simple games difficult for him, 
so they were not emphasized~ His main program interests were trips and 
music, and he had Slllple opportunity to develop these .. 
'l'he group was kept purposely small in number; there were o:p.ly two 
other members. Because previously .Donald's relationships were ao limited 
it was felt that he needed the security and satisfa~tions of & small 
group before he could adjust to larger numbers of people¥ 
In the beginning of his group experience, Donald was the central fa-
ems. The leader was successful in helping the other members to under-
stand that the purpose of the club was to help Donald have a good time~ 
Therefore, they were willing to wait with the leader to see what Donald 
wanted to do during the club meetings. There was ~ constant effort nade 
to fuli'ill his wishes and interests.. In this particular instance the 
group members were aware that Donald was the focal figure in the gTC·~!p 
but the explanation for this was made to them in terms of his special 
needs for friends and a good time. There was no interpretation of the 
dynamic factors underlying his limitations~ 
This pattern~ however, did not continue indefinitely. Donald needed 
to understand that he had a responsibility to the other grouJ? m.embers~ 
When he was more secure in his relationshi~ with the leader and members, 
limitations were imposed _on him to help him realize that the other mem-
bers had interests and needs to be fulfilled.. 'I'he leader was successful 
in helping Donald relate to the word ttfriend" to help him realize that 
the group did not exist for him alone and that he was only.on~ member of 
it. 
The opportunity Dom:ld had to visit the other boys"!! homes during the 
meetings was another positive experience, particularly since the pare:n.tf} 
of the other boys were friendly towards him and accepting in their atti-
tude. 
Donald''a relationship with the leader was a valuable factor in his 
group experience. The leader ap9eared to be very sensitive to his needs · 
and was always understanding and acce;Jting of Lonald as he sought to ful-
fill tnem. The le~der was also able to guide the interaction of the mem-
bers so that Donald could benefit from it. The leader was also objective 
enough to be aware that Donald did need some limitations L~ the group and 
when the relationship was secure enough to impose them} relating them of 
course to reality situations. 
Although Donald's fear of losing an adult relationship must have been 
increased for a time by the transition from ons leader to another, there 
we~e incidental benefits in such a situation which will prove valuable to 
him in future relationshipih Donald was able to relate wii:.h.Dut too much 
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difficulty to this new leader. This success, plus the fact that Donald 
had an experience with a second accepting and understanding a.dul t; would 
seem to strengthen his confidence in his ability to form lesting and 
satisfying relationships with people. 
The~e three individual cases present similarities in behavior pat-
tern~ which result fro;:u common exJ?e:dences. In each case, the. ~robJ.em 
evolves mainly from an unfulfillment of the normal p~reut-child relation-
ship with the greatest dissatisfaction in the relationship with the llloth-
er. In all three cases the father appears more understanding of and 
accepting towards the child than the mother is. But in the f~ly circle 
the mother is the more dominating parent;. the .father is inclined to be 
more passive, particularly in the treatment process where the mother also 
has taken the initiative,~ Therefore, the child doesnlt benefit from the 
su,Pport of the father because he i:mt·t as active a person. 
For all three children there is indication of sibling riv~lry. One 
mother expresses feeling closer to her two other chilaren than she does t 
her oldest daughter. Another mother quite ob'9'iously prefers her second 
daughter to her first. The brother in the third case personifies the 
parental attitude's in his own relationshitl with his brother. 
lll three mothers aee::ned handicapped in their efforts t.o fulfill 
their obligations to their children. ~~o mother~ indicated & gooa deal 
of ;i.ntelJ.:actual underst&nding of child developmentJ .but their diffic:Ul-
ties indicate that boo.~ knowledge doesn't guaramtee happy,. well-adjusted 
childhood. They lacked the emotional understanding ana a,t:~plication of 
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knowledge which would have realized the goals they were unable to achieve 
themselves. One mother has been able to recognize her responsibility 
for her daughter's problems and is consciously trying to counteract the 
damage. Another mother has only very recently begun to undertake indi~ 
vidual help again; she still has difficulty in acknowledging her respon-
sibility for her daughter's problems. 
These three children also had similar symptoms and behavior patterns 
On the whole, their social relationships were limited; they were passive, 
withdrawn, and unable to mingle freely with other children. Each mani-
fasted a muscle spasm of some sort. It is interesting that the first 
girl, whose emotional problem appears to be the least serious, was the 
one who ha<i the most significant physical symptoms and a virtual physi-
cal collapse~ It would almost seem that she was able to express her 
. 
underlying conflicts by this means, and. thus was able to resolve them 
to a greater extent. 
The first two children are at leas·t average, if not superior, in 
intelligence. The boy tests as feebleminded, but there is sufficient 
indication to warrant the supposition that he is potentially of normal 
intelligence if not higher, and that his retardation results from his 
very serious emotional disturbance. 
In the beginning of their group experiences, all three children 
demanded a good deal of the leader's overt attention, particularly his 
reassurance and demonstrated acceptance. There was a common tendency to 
seek to dominate the group. In the fir~t and second cases, it was impor-
tant for both girls to be llit 11 in games. The boy attracted attention to 
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himseJ.f by his persistent questioning~ 
The girls both indicated hyperactive~ excitable reactions and gener-
al nervousness. The girl in the first case, and the boy, were fearful, 
the girl that someone would take her place, and the boy that he would 
lose his relationship with the leader. 
In all three oases, the program activities provided an opportunity 
for self-expression in answer to the ihdividual"s needs. Craft projeets 
were at first too difficult for the boy, so were not stressed; instead 
his interests in trips and .music were developed~· 
The girl in the second. ease needed a good deal of activity, so was 
encouraged to participate in active games. Crafts were provided to help 
her develop a sense of achievement. 
T11e girl in the first case was encouraged to express herself in 
acting, painting, music and crafts, An effort was made to direct her 
energies into more calm activities and to discoUrage overstimulation and 
excitation. There:f'ore, :f'or her too) crafts were important. 
Music was important in two cases; the :f'irst girl in singing, and the 
boy in playing records. 
In all three situations, the lea~er was an accepting adult who 
served as a parent :f'igure. The leader was instrumental in guiding the 
group experience so it would provide the security, understanding, atten-
tion; and a.cce)?ta.nce these children missed in varying degrees at home., 
The boy in the third case developed the strongest and most meaning:f'ul 
relationship with the leader. He was also the one showing signs of' the 
most serious distur~anoe which he developed because he missed so much in 
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hi a family relationships. 
Again, the'boy seemed to derive the most benefit from t~e relation-
ship with the other members of the group.. The girl in the first caae 
was not particularly interested in relating to the other members until 
she felt secure and accepted by the leader. Only then was she emotion-
ally free to establish a relationship with the members. The strength 
and support of the members encouraged her to gain confidence in her 
abilities and talents. 
The relationship with the other members seemed least important to 
the girl in the second case~ But for her, as well as the boy, accept-
ance of the members encouraged them in their efforts to achieve confi-
dence in the fact they were normal, not freaks. In both instances the 
members ignored their deviant symptoms~ 
In all three cases, there has been growth in the individual's abil-
ity to relate to people, both to adults and to children their own age, 
although there hasn 1 t been too conspicuous a carry-over of this ability 
into their out-of-group relationships. 
Then too, they have decreased their dependence on their respective 
leaders and turned more successfully to the members to strengthen their 
relationships. 
They have been successfully stimulated to an interest in a wider 
variety of flrogram interests. Also, they have been helped to accept lim-
itations on their behavior in the interest of the group as a whole. They 
do not press to dominate to the same degree, and seem to have incorpo-
rated the democratic philosophy of group life into their personalities .. 
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The boy no longer ask~ if he has been a good boy to the same degree, and 
the girls do not seek to be nittt in the games so des_perately., 
As to the factors in their family experience which seem to have 
affected their group adjustment, again there is a common ground* 
the outstanding factor in every instance was the unsatisfying relation-
ships within the family which left unmat needs which the children sought 
particularly to fulfill in the grou9. Among these were the lack of a 
close, companionable relationship with the parents, insecurity, lack of 
understanding ana. acceptance. In each instance, too, a poor rela ... .~..~)J,L;::I'U.I..~J 
v.-i th the oiblings created initial adjustment, problems in the grouj,) ex-
perience. In audition, patterno of adjustment the child had developed 
in the group beha.vior; for e~~ample; the boyr s patterns of withdrawing 
from difficult situations and resdrting to compulsive rituals to achieve 
a secure place in his relationships. 
Bach child indic~.ted some benefit from each aspect of the group ex-
perience; the relationship with the leader, the relationship with the 
other members, anti the program, in that order~ 
In each instance, the leader seemed to have a sensitive understand-
ing of the individual childi s strengths and limitations, ana used this 
knowledge in guiding the interacting proce~s. Each child was permitted 
to achieve at his own rate; no suasion or pressure was brought to bear 
on him to proceed faster than he was able since this was one of the 
difficulties ttre child eA~erienced at home; his parents demanded more 
than he was able to give. However, this did not mean that there was no 
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growth in the child' a development; ea.oh. ehild wa-e introduced to new op--
portunities when ready for them, and received the support and encourage-
ment of the leader and Inembers which helped him in his efforts to sue~ 
ceed* 
The leader was also successful in giving the intiividual child suf-
ficient attention and acceptance to build the security necessary for the 
child ~o be able to tolerate limitations on his behavior in the in·"~'r·w~•T.m 
of the group as a whole--. 
Each child was encouraged to participate to the maximum 
i ty in the development and fulfillm.ent of the club _program. 
'I'he gr-oup experience also made it, possible for the chilci to learn 
to relate to adults in general, both because of the ,practice of meeting 
in the memberst homes which brought him into contact with the other 
children's parents, and also the necessity of a~justing to uew leaciers 
as the agency sought to continue leaci.ershi.J in the face of almost. annual 
turnover of the leadership staff~ 
Group II 
This group consists of two children, two girls referred to D~N.C. 
for help in their social adjustment for problems the result of unsatis-
factory fam:ily experiences. Their symptoms and behavior patterns in the 
group, however, differed from those characterizing the children in Group 
I as did the kinds of satisfaction they received from their group me,mb•er~ 
ship. Whereas the chilciren in Group I adjusted by turning their hostil-
ity inward against themselves, thef!e t..-o girls were able: to express 
theirs more freely against the precipitating sources in their environmen 
Case IV: Marcia ! . , Age at .Referral: :z_, Club Mem·ber; .2_ years 
The F.'s live in a congested housing area, the factory distric 
of a local city. This neighborhood has many varied cultural back-
grounds.. The 1''. 1 s feel there is discrimination ai;Sainst them beca 
they· are Jews. Marcia is an only child, 
There are evidently some ciiff'icu.l ties in the parents f rela. 
ship; they quarrel frequen·tly. Mrs. F. has considered leaving her 
husband. There is 11 ttle real under a tanding between them; one area 
of disagreement outstanding in. their relationship is their conf'lie 
ing attitudes toward Marcia; there is no agreement as to discipline 
Mr .• F. is a quiet, serious man who rarely laughs. His life 
valves around his .work; he has no other interests~ He is particu-
larly troubled by Marcia's indiff'erence to her religious holiaaya. 
He frequently loses his temper with her and refuses to tolerate her 
st-u.bbornness. 
Mrs. F. is a nervous woman who feels tied down by her respon 
bilities and frustrated in her desire to get out into the business 
world~ She evidently felt very close to her mother, ana misses 
closeness in her relationship with her daughter~ She is very cri t-
ical of Marcia and .focuses on the girl t s di!ficul ties to the exclu--
sion of her strengths, She tends to project her troubles onto o 
peop~e; even when she recognises her inadequaeiesJ she feels it is 
impossible for her to change. She is quite cob.cerned. about Marcia f. 
attitudes towards her, and wants to be sure the girl learns to 
"treat her mother right 11 • She is a friendly person yet resistant; 
she looks for problems and not signs of improvement. She expresses 
feelings of inferiority towards her sister. Marcia ean ao little 
that pleases her. 
Marcia was defiant of both parents; she playfo<i them of£ ag&ins 
each other~ She ignored any correction from them. She seemed. a:b-
sorbed by the parents' own conflict; she moved very slowly and oe-
liberately, this in turn was antagonizing to her parents. She per-
sisted in questioning her mother as to whether she loved her~ She 
tended to be withdrawn and would not fraternize freely ~ith chil-
dren. She would bring children home to play but could not share 
her toys with them. She has had some symptoms such as a facial tic 
blinking and frequent vomiting~ Marcia seemed to have rejected her 
Jewishnesa; to all appearances, she was more interested in Chris 
holidays than her own • 
Marcia was nine years old when her club began. She was re-
ferred to D,N.C~ by a child guidance clinie which felt that because 
she was' an only child she needed help in getting along with other 
children. In the beginning of the group, Marcia was quite tense) 
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her blink~ng Yi&S noticeable, but &.s she relaxea. her nervous symptoms 
diminished. She wa:s quite poesesaive over articles in her home} her 
tension-in the group was created over poasession of tr..inga E.md not 
by winning or losing~ She tried to bribe her way into acceptance by 
members, but this •as the only way in which she triad to dominate 
the group. Games lost interest for her ?!hen she wasnft "it"~ In-
other games, she would wi thdra.w rather than risx: being caught. She 
told falsehoods in an effort to impress the members~ She did not 
seek special attention from the leader. She asked for help, but 
would- then proceed on her ow.n 1 independent of the leader~ 
The group was importE.in t to i.Je.rcia; she was quite diaappoin ted 
when it waa postponed for some reason. Crafts, trips, and gam~s 
Y!ere ·the genera.l program activities.. She enjoyed finishing articles 
and showing them to her mother. She was able to participo. te with 
the others on a give and take basis~ 
Only recentl~ has Marcia seemed to go out of her way to assure 
herself of the leao.erf s attention and interest on a friendly con-
verstional leveL Fora tilue, she felt independent of a need for 
adult approval~ There is t.he _vossibility she resented the leac.errs 
visits with her mother, perhaps feeling the leader was on her moth-
er's side, and so l\as resistant to the leaaer .. 
iltarcia's original O.ifficulties in getting along with :i:)eo_t>le 
have Oeen definitely reduced .. She is able to bring friends into tt1e 
group and does not have to bribe them for their affection.. Marcia 
is able to participate more fully in the games. She is proud of 
what she has accomplished in the club and enjoys being with other 
children. She is usually outspoken in what she wants the club to do 
but ie not a leader in the sense that she would carry through on her 
ideas or stimulate the planning of others.. She has adjusted well to 
the group .. 
Discussion 
Factors in the Family Experience Yihich Seemed to Affect the Child r s 
Initial Adjustment to the Group 
It is obvious that. Marcia experienced little real security a.nd a.:f-
faction in the home •. Her parents were continually in·conflict with many 
of their serious quarrels revolving around her... Her mother felt tied 
down by family responsibilities, namely Marcia, and f!o was frustrated in 
her desires to get out into the business world. No effort was made to 
help Mat-cia feel she wa.19 loved and wantedJ on the contrary, there were tt~==+==================================r~~ 
----- - - - -- - - - - - -- - -~ - - - - ~ - - -- - -- - -- - --
glAring reminders tha. t. she was in the way. 
Marcia. fought baek; her defiant·; stubborn, antagonistic behavior, 
as well as her physical symptoms, were tQols by whieh she forced her 
parents to give her attention~ Her insecurity in relationships with 
people created in ·~he home was reflected by her behavior in ·the group. 
When under tension, her tic manifested itself.. She was una.'ble to share 
her possessions~ Material objects were the only things she was sure of; 
they had been given to her and were the only evidence she had that p 
were interested in her~ Therefore, it was difficult for her to let o 
people use them for fear she would lose them. In the grpup situation 
too, tension wa13 created for Marcia over possession of thiugs not over 
the prospects of winning 'or losing~ Actually, in her instance possessi 
or non-possession meant that she had either won or lost in her struggle 
to secure the interest and affection of people:. 
w~rcia's feeling of lack of statue because of insecurity in her 
ily life appeared in her group beha.vi.or,. Being ttittt in the games wes 
important to Marcia, since she gained security from the directed atten-
tion o£ the members. Also, she used to rely on telling falsehoods in an 
effort to impress the members. Ghe liidn t t feel . co..nfiden t enough in her-
self to rely on her merits as they revealed themselves and instead haa 
fabricate stories about herself to attract and maintain their interest. 
&~cia was defiant of her parents and behaved independently of them 
In her relationship with the leader there is a parallel to this. She 
tried for a time to give the impression that. the leG.der wasntt an impor-
tant person to her; that she could get along without her. For example, 
she asked for the lee.derts advice, but then would proceed as 'if it badnl 
been given~ It would seem that the leader constituted a mother-substi~ 
tute and learning to be independent of the leader, Marcie was developing 
a defense against further rejection by bar mother. 
?Ja:ts in Which the Group Experience Seemed to Meet the Child 1·s Needs. 
The basic contribution of the group experience to Marcia's adjust-
ment was the acceptance of her by the other members and the stimulation 
of the group interaction~ She is much more relaxed with children and no 
longer feels obliged to bribe them to raeei ve their affection.¥ 
The leader was able to anticipate some of her needs and to meet 
\ 
as they occurred, For example, the leader recognized that hlSrcia would 
be more relaxed and would get alor~ better away .from her home and her 
mother so the group ciid not meet' in her home but .:fustead in a school 
room~ Then too, lthen it was obvious that Marcia was able to relate to 
the smaller group) the leader recognized that she would benefit still 
further by learning to relate to a larger membership and e~couraged the 
group to think in terms of increasing their numbers, Marcia was able to 
bring friends into the group which encouraged her further in he:t• confi-
dence that she was able to attract and. keep friends~ 
Successful accomplishments in craft projects have encouraged Marcia 
to feel that she ce.n ach!eve .sa:tisfpng results~ This, plus the accept-
ance by the other members and semlri ty in the group experience, have 
helped to decrease her need to possess material objects. She is now 
able to share .. 
The satisfying relationships with the members have made it possible 
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for her to give more of herself; she is able to participate more fully 
in games and to share with the others on a give and take basis ... 
Marciats mother.makes quite an issue of her daughter•s inadequacies 
She. stresses them rather than Marcials strengths. The leader conscious-
ly tried to use the group experience to build on Marcia 1 s strengths and 
to give her satisfactions in these areas whiCh would reduce her need to 
adjust by less desirable means. Marcia had a drive basic to all people, 
a need for friends. The leader encouraged her in this respect and Mar-
cia's achievements in this area helped her to feel independent of her 
mother 1 S3 criticism that she had no friends •. Then too, Marcia enjoyed 
craft projects. She moved slowly and deliberately, qualities which were 
an asset in this type of activity; therefore, the leader incorporated 
crafts into the club program, It YJa:;~ also a satisfying experience for 
Marcie to be able to show attractive, finished articles to her ~other. 
Recently Marcia has begun to relate more closely to the leader. 
This would seem to indicate that in her testing of the leader by 
to her aa she did to her mother, she found the leader to be different, 
to be accepting of her regardless of her behavior. Marcia then ha.s had 
the experience of learning that not all adults are alike which will help 
her as she l~a.rns to relate to other adults., 
Case V~ Marjorie R., Af!.e ~ Referral; 1:1, Club Member: 3 years 
The R.,t s are a. marginal income family living in a substandard, 
housing area of a local city~ Although in recent months they ha.ve 
moved to a more attractive and adequate apartment, the greater part 
of their family life was spent in a crowded tenement, badly in need 
of repair .. , Both parents now work.. The family has a. long ~:Social. 
history~ There are si~ children; Marjorie is the second eldest. 
She has four brothers and a younger sister. This sister is living 
with relatives,. 
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Their par·ticular neighborhood is .in continual turmoil.; there 
are many probl~ma and many fights. Marjorie bates it ~nd is asll19.mEadll 
it has been her b~me~ 
Mr,. R. is only sporadically employed and is a phlegmatic, in-
effectual person. He does not participate in the home situation as 
a fa.ther .figu!'e; instead he gra te.fully aceeptf!. the role o.f being 
just ·another boy in the group. Because o.f his. passivity he gives 
Marjorie little support or love. 
Mrs. R. is a bright woman who has been obliged to assume the 
responsibility of providing for the .family's needs. She takes 
in the. scholastic achievements of Marjorie and her older brother~ 
Mrs~ R. was receiving case work help but this was discontinued when 
she became unwilling to work through her problems, She was able to 
verbalize .freely about her problems as a child but was unable to 
recognize that she was repeating the patterns which.had made her 
happy in her relationships with her own children, expecially Mar 
ie. Mrs~ R~ 's father rejected her as a child because he wan ted a 
son; he showered attention on a younger aiater1 however. The case 
worker felt that subconsciously Mrs~. R~ had placed Marjorie in the 
role of this younger sister and her rejecting and punitive attitude 
towards Marjorie resulted from her efforts to act out her .feelings 
against this sister. It is .from this difficult relationship with 
her mother that Marjorie's problems evolve; there is a good deal of 
resentment on both sides. Theirs is more like a sister rela~,~~~~u.~vll 
than mother-daughter. i.'Ja.rjorie has very little respect for her 
mother and refm1es to. obey .hal' requests. Mrs. R. tenda to be over-
protective of .Ma.rjorie; her methods are omously punitive. 
Marjorie was able to express a good deal of ho.s.tility and re-
sistance towards her mother but was shy and withdrawn in other 
tionships. She did not have lll8ny friends. She was quite ill at 
ease with adults and maintained a stoney silence in the company of 
strangers~ She had normal teen-age int~reatsJ dancing> boys, charm, 
career possibilities, etc._,. but was unable to develo.:J the;n. She 
rebelled against her ineffectualness and. ttas quite unhappy~ 
Marjorie was the only girl living at home; her sister was liv-
ing with her grandparents in Nova. Scotia. There is indication that 
the mother prefers this daughter so there is a basis for sibling 
rivalry'" ·· 
Marjo~ie was. thirteen yel!lre; old when her club began~ She was 
referred to D .. N.o. by a family case work agency which felt she· uB,~u--u 
ed ht;'lP in socialization .. · Sh~ lias quite ~6\lf-conscJ.ou$ .sbo·a.t her 
inability to get many members for the group. She refused to ask · 
school friends yet she had very few friends in her neighborhood~ 
She was a passi~e person and allowed h~rself to be dominated by one 
member who was her closest friend~ Together they allied themselves 
in opposition to the younger members~ She expressed ambivalent' 
feelings towards the·leader, alternating between expressions o:f ac-
oepte.nce and hostility, She shunned competitive activities¥ 
Of the various pro~am activities, the ones bringing her the 
greatest satisfaction were those taking the group away from the 
neighborhood. She excelled in non~competitive activities such as 
dramatics~ handicrafts, and certain games •. She worked precisely. 
and with great determination on crafts or painting~ As she 9artio-
ipated in games her shyness disappeared; on occasions she was made 
captain of her tea.mt Marjorie was elected president of the club 
and although this was ~robably- a compromise decision, the position 
did bring some status. She was able from time to time tQ a~sert 
some leadership qualities such n~ initiating discussion es to future 
program plans. 
Me.:rjorie had difficulty in relating to aO..ult women which was 
reflcct,ed in her mixed feelintls towards the· leaders. The situation 
w~;~.s ma.de more difficult by her mother's l~e?rimandin~ her i.."l fron·t. 
the leader. She a..t:Jpeal"S friendly towards the present leaaer and 
seems ·oo be reaching out for her ~ffection. 
ifuatever changes have been made in Marjoriels behavior ap~ear 
to be a matter ·of degree. Her :patterns of shyness, withdrawal, etc •. 
continue but are perhaps somewhat less intense. She is perhaps 
ter able to relate to the group as a whole although she continues 
having difficulty relating to adults~ Here too, there is some im-
provement, even if it is only limited~ She is now more able to e;~­
press hostility- openly to her mother and continues to gain inde-
pendence.,. 
Discussion 
Factors in the F'amily; Experience Which Seemed ..t.Q. Affect the Chilcl 's 
Initial Adjustment to the .§roun · 
Marjorie was dominated by her mother and was shy and withdrawn in 
relationships with people. As a result, she han few friends~ This sit~ 
uation complicated her grou~ life since she was unable to suggest members 
for her club. Girls were chosen but their selection was not Marjorie's 
so there was a tension about the membersh • p even in the beg:l.!:ming. Then 
too_, r:!iarjorie and her closest frienci allied themselvee in op?osition to 
the younger members. There is indication of sibling rivalry with Uarjor~ 
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ie's yo'Utlger sister which might have contributed to her hostile feelings 
towards the younger members • 
Marjorie was ashamed of her home ana hated her neighborhood. She 
was a sensitive girl and was miserable in this environment. It was im-
possible for her to invite school friends to her home because she was so 
conscious of its inadequacies~ These feelings of hers also complicated 
the club situation since she couldn't draw on her school friends for 
members. 
Marjoriele intense feelings of resentment against her mother inter-
fered with her ability to relate to adult women in general as was re-
flected in her mixed feelings towards the leaders; sometimes accepting 
and confiding in them and other times rejecting them. They constituted. 
mother figures for her and she projected her feeling towards her mother 
onto them. The intensity of these feelings and the strength of the id"m 
tifica.tion made it a.J.lnoet impossible for her to relate to them even to 
the extent where it would be possible to test the nature of their atti-
tudes and feelings towards her. The identification was strengthened by 
her mother's habit of reprimanding her in front 9f the leader. 
Severely rejected at home, Marjorie hils tremendous needs for love 
and affection. The fact that she is now friendly towards her present 
leader and seems to be reaching out for her affection indicates that she 
is finally ready to seek satisfaction from this mother substitute. 
Mrs. R. is a restrictive; punitive woman and her attitude towards 
Marjorie has created a shy,; withdrawn, passive child willing to be r'lnmiTl 
ated by other people a.a in her close relationship with her friend in the 
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club. 
Competitive activities were avoided by Marjorie because they cre-
ated too much tension for her, Although she was recognized and J!l"l"11':dm~n 
as a good loser, she couldntt afford to lose since she was always losing 
out a't home. Competitive activities represented the eternal struggle 
against overwhelming odds to satisfy her mother and she coul~lt risk 
the almost inevitable £1ossibility o:f not satisfying her mother. 
Ways in fih.ich the Group Experience Seemed to Meet the Childt s Needs 
Marjoriel~ progress in the group has been slow~ Her relationships 
with people in general were so disturbed because of her home situation 
that it was difficult for her to make the transference to the group mem-
bers and leader necessary if the group experience was to be helpful to 
her adjustment. 
She had so much antagonism towards most of the membership that re-
lating to them was almost impossible. Their selection of her as club 
president, however, even though this appeared to be a compromise choice, 
was a valuable experience for her since status did accompany the office. 
Marjorie had little sell-confidence and virtually no faith in her attri-
butes. Therefore} any opportunity she had to achieve status wns impor-
tant to her~ In addition to ber role as president, Marjorie was also 
chosen team captain on occasions. She had an opportunity to develop 
certain leadership qualities, although this too was limited, in such 
instances as initiating discussions regarding future club plans. This 
experience encouraged her in her efforts to assert herself which in turn 
might have contributed to the lesaened intensity in her patterns of shy~ 
• 
ness and Pithdrawal • 
.She must have felt a degree of security s.nd acceptance in the gr01,1.p 
because she was able to express herself more freely in the group setting 
than elsewhere~ 
Certain program actiVities were very helpful to Marjorie.. She en~ 
joyed most the trips.to.king the group away .from the neighborhood which 
she hated so intensely. As her abilities in various gamea incrensed, 
.he!' shyness de9reased since she had evidence that she could achieve~ 
Handicrafts which she enjoyed and was skillful at gave her an .oppo:t-tuni 
to create attractive and tangible material things which were so impor-
tant ·to her because of the very physical inadequacy of her ho~e envi-
ro:mneut. There ~·ia.a a variety of activities; competitive activities were 
not emphasized because of the threat they constituted to Marjorie •. 
As has been discussed before, Marjorie's relationship with the 
leaders was strained. The leader tried consciously to show Marjorie 
acceptance ~d understanding in the face of the marked hostility Marjori 
expressed to her and to encourage her relationships with the other mem-
bers . .,. The leader also tried to introduce new and satisfying experiences 
into Marjoriets life and at the same time was aware of the danger of 
ing too marked a contrast between group experience and the reality of 
neighborhood limitations~ The leader encouraged Marjorie to express her-
self in the group activity and to contribute to the objecti~e of the 
group. The leader allow-ed her hostility to come out naturally and did 
not draw it outJ the leader tried to be as objective and accept.ing as 
possible in the face of the feelings expres-sed. The ,present leader is 
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experimenting with a more authoritarian approach which seems to be a-
chieving more success; Marjorie appears to be looking to her for con 
since she is getting them, she is now able to reach out for the leader's 
affection. 
Summary of Group II 
Again in ·t.hese two instances, similar behavior patterns result from 
similar experiences. Although living in different cities, both girls 
were exposed to crowded, turbulent neighborhoods and experienced a good 
deal of adult hostility and conflict; the first girl aa a witness to the 
discord between her parentss some of which f'ocused directly on her; and 
the second girl by being surrounded by the strifes and tensions of her 
greatly oeprived neighborhood.. Perhaps because they were exposed to so 
much conflict and aggression, th~y were better conditioned to express 
their own conflicts by hostility and defiance.~ . 
P..gain in these homes the mothers .were the dominant parent figures 
and it ia from their relationship with their daughters that their prob-
lema emerge. Both fathers were quiet, serious and ineffectual figures 
with little demonstrated feeling for thei~ children; neither girl re-
ceived love or support from her father. 
It is interesting that both mothers felt inferior to their own sis~ 
ters. This suggests the possibility that the mother in the first case 
I 
is also identifying her daughter with her sister and in her rejection of 
her was acting out her unconscious feelings towards this sister. 
Whatever the underlying reasons, both girls had extremely difficult 
relations with their mothers. Their behavior in response to this situa~ 
tion was simila.xo in :many respects., although the reactions were much 
more intense in the second case~ 
Both girls were hostile towards their parents end their mothers, 
in particular_. The second was able to express her hostility towards her 
mother directly. The first girlts response was somewhat more subtle; 
she would refuse to.listen t~ her mother and would move very slQwly and 
deliberately, a reaction particularly aggravating to her nervous, hig_h-
s trung mo ·ther. 
They both needed help in their socialization. They were shy,. with-
drawn, and passive in their relationships outside the homej they had 
great difficulty in making friends and could not mingle easily with 
children their own age~ 
The first girl had n phyaical symptom as a manifestation of her emo-
tional conflict. The second girl had no physical s;y"lll.ptoms but instead 
was consumed by an intense feeling of self-consciousness which was in-
hibiting in itself-~ 
Both girls were possessive of things they were sure of; the first 
girl of her playthings which she couldn't share, the second girl of her 
only close friendship. In the group t.hey both avoided competition; it 
was too much of a threat; neither could afford to lose. 
The girls differ in.regard to the amount of growth they have shown~ 
The girl in the first case has indicated a good deal more movement, but 
then, her problems were not so deeply entrenched as those of the second 
girl. Her original difficulties in getting along with people have been 
drastically reduced~ and she is now able to make friends and bring them 
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into the group~ The degree of change in the second case is less sig-
nificant~ She is perhaps now better able to relate to. the group as a 
whole, but she still has difficulty in relating to adults. Both girls 
perhaps have-been helped to become more independent of their mothers 
end their inhibiting restrictions and attitudes• 
As to the f!l.ctors in their family experiences seeming to affect 
their adjustment to the group~ egaL~ there is a basis for oo~on com-
parisons.. Both girls experienced li t·tle real security anci affection in 
the home.. Unable to form satisfying relationahi:;>s with the members of 
their families; their confidence in their ability to relate to other 
people,was limited~ 
Both girls fought back against the unsatisfying situations in which 
they found themselves~ They expressed hostility and defiance towards 
their mothers which they transferred to other adult relationships, in-
cluding the club leader. They tried to give the impression they could 
get along without the leader~ 
They lacked status and felt inadequate because of insecurity in 
the.ir family relationships and their general background,. Theee feelin~$ 
manifested themselves in their insecurity in the group and in their de-
sire to repeat in the group the adjustment pat.ter:ns which used to bring 
them security. 
Both girls bad difficulty in getting along with the other children 
in their groups which could, in part, be related to their falliily situa-
tions~ The girl in the first case was an only child and therefo~e l1ad 
no opportunity to share in the give and take experience characterizing 
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normal sibling relationships. The second girl experienced sibling r~-
V'alry towards her younger sister who was preferred by the mother; there-
fore,; it wes difficult for her to relate to the younger members,. In 
fact~ her general relationships with people had been so disturbed be~ 
cause of her home situation that it was difficult for her to make the 
tran.sference necessary for her to relate to the g:t>oup membera and the 
. leader. 
In regard to the way in which the group experience seemed to meet 
their particular needs, again there is & collUllon reaction, Despite the 
fact that the second girl's initial ant4gonism toward~ the other raer.J.bers 
made relating to them almost impossible, both girls did eventually ben-
efit b~t the degree of acceptance ahow.n by the other members a.lld. by the 
stimulation of the group interaction. Both must have felt security and 
acceptance to be able to express themselves as completely ae they d.id in 
the group. 
In the second case, the fact that the members made the girl the 
club president, ane occasionally the te~a captain, did a good deal for 
her morale and helped her to experience a new kind of security and self-
confidence. 
For both girls, the program activities focused on their strengths 
and helping to build them, away from their inadequacies" Crafts and 
trips were sa tisf'ying to both-. 
Deprived of love and affection at home~ both girls had great need 
to be l:ilted and wanted~ but fought against recognizing this need.; this 
was particularly true in the seoonci. case.. The leader 1tas aware of t.b..is 
need of both girls and was able to show acceptance and understanding in 
the face of the indifference and hostility manifested towards her by 
both girls 1llltil the girls r,cognized that the leader was a different 
sort of adult, and. began to relate to the leaa.er, accepting her4 
Group III 
This group consists of four oases, four boys referred to D.N.C. for 
help in their socialization because of problems seeming to result from 
1lll.satisfyi.ng family situations. But again; the symptoms and behavior 
patterns differ from those characterizing the children in the other two 
groupings. Whereas. the children in Group !.reacted by turning their 
hostility inward against themselves, and the girls in Group II reacted 
by expressing their hostility against the sources in ·their environment, 
these boys adjusted by inhibiting their basic dri:vel'Jl; by refusing to 
grow up, and by avoiding contact with other boys their own age. 
The R~ 's are a middle class family irt cGmfortable circumstance 
living in an attractive, well-kept apartment in a city neiehborhood 
Jimmie is an only child.~ 
Both parents seemed affectionate towards Jimmie and accepting 
of him, but they tenqed to protect him anct to treat him as en adult. 
They had i~tellectual interests and encouraged Jimmie to partici-
pate with them on their level. There appeared to be somB ~onflict 
between the parents as to the nature and e:x.t~nt of Jimmie! s physi-
cal development. 
Mr. R. wanted Jim.Yllie ·to become manly and self-relis.nt in the 
area of physical activities and felt he should be encoura.geO. i11 
respect .. 
Mrs, R. feared that Jimmie would be injured in ,this process ... 
She is a nervous, tense woman and dissatisfied with the neighbor-
hood in which they live because she regards it as a. potential threa. 
to Jimmie; she fears it will have a negative influence on him. Mrs. 
R. at one time had tuberculosis; she is afraid of the possibility 
Jimmie's developing it which is another rea~on for her trying to 
protect him. She feels guilty, too, in another area -- religion. 
She had recently converted to a minor religious sect and feared 
that this action would stimulate hostility towards Jimmie on the 
part of th~ir neighbors who were largely members of the religious 
group she left. In her relationship with Jimmie, she tried to pro-
tect him from these 11fears 11 by keeping him near his parents, dis-
couraging his relationships with other ~oys, and making a "little 
gentleman" of him. 
Jimmie did-not mingle freely with the other boys in his neigh-
borhood; when he tried there was generally trouble. His interests, 
which were superimposed by his parents, were beyond the level of 
maturity of the other boys. He was extremely polite and had some-
what feminine gestures. He was a timid person and hesitated to 
join in nrough-housinglt. He became quite upset when he realized 
he had hurt someone, in faet he had anxieties over hurting his 
friends and went out of his way to avoid them when this happened. 
Jimmie_ was nine years old when his club began. He was ref..,..,..-_..,..., .. ,. 
to D.N,C. by a family case work agency which felt he needed an op-
portunity to engage in kinds of activities more a~proyriate to his 
age. It was hoped that these activities wo~la fona a bond tk~ough 
which'he could relate to children his own age. He also needeci help 
in freeing himself from the over~rotectiveness and adult treatment 
he received from his parents. 
In his early group experience, Jimmie hesitated to join in the 
rougher activities. He was inept at such sports as boxing, but ~as 
willing to learn. He would. appear at meetings, particularly for 
trips, lightly clad even in cold weather. He could not protest 
against the actions of the other boys, and consented to what they 
wanted to ao. He had little difficulty in relating to the leader 
and did not aeem to have trouble in his relationships with the o 
members •. 
Jimmie worked systematically and gained a sense of achievement 
through his completion of craft projects. He bad done a good deal 
of out-door activities and camping with his parents, ~d so was able 
and willing to assume the leader 1 s role on hikes. He recognized his 
ineptness at so-called masculine activities and was determined to 
learn; he even went so far as to accept challenges to box when he 
wasnlt quite ready for it. Despite.his lack of athletic ability, 
the members learned to respect him very.much and their support en-
couraged him to participate in sports. The members appreciated his 
abilities in certain areas such as nature, end painting, ana. this 
knowledge pleased him~ 
Jimmie seemed secure in the leauer 1s presence and was able to 
talk to him quite freely. He a.id not make any special demands on 
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the leader, but. did ask for help when his limits.tions and inexperi-
ence ::nade some &.<l.tivi ties difficult for him, The leader encouraged 
him to overcome his lack of athletic skills by giving him special 
help in this area. and accepted him as a boy. 
Ji.m:w.ie has a. new interest in athletics and nany friends his. 
own age. He expresses interest in joining the boys in play activ-
ities on other than club days, His skills in boyst games are in-
creasing. In addition, he is able to speak up and make suggestions; 
and to hold his own in an argument,. · 
Discussion 
Factors in ~ F&mily Experience Which Seemed to Affect the Chi 1 d' a 
Initial Adjustment to.the GrouR 
In many respects, Jimmie's .family relationships were satisfying; th 
difficulty arose when his parents persisted in treating him as an adult, 
not as a child; and in the tendency, particularly on his mother•s part, 
to over~protect him., .!n only child, he had no experience with children 
at home. Hi.a parents discouraged his participatioll: with children in his 
neighborhood; in £act, their emphaai$ on intellectual interests £or thei 
son discouraged his reaorting to normal childhood activities. There£ore 1 
in the group as elsewhere, it was not easy at first for him to relate to 
and participate with the other boys~ 
Then too, his parents' conflicting attitudes as to the nature o£ 
his physical ci~elopment and the degree and kinds of opportunities he 
should hav.e to f'acili ta. te :1, t were re£lected in Jimmie's behavior in the 
group# He en·~ered the group unskilled in athletics~ His mother's fears 
that he would get hurt :mingled with his hesi ta. tion to join in rough ae.,.--
tivi.ties• His father, on the other hand, wanted Jimmie to become manly 
and physica.llylaelf-reliant which inspired his willingness to recognize 
his inaptness at various sports and desire to become skilled in them. I 
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would seem also that Jimmie t s appearance in meetings lightly clad was 
another part of his efforts to identify more closely with the masculine 
ideal of' ruggedness. 
Jimmie was at first passi-ve in his interaction with the other boys; 
he could not protest against their actions and readily consented to what 
they wanted to do.. This pattern was probably related to his anxieties 
over hurting people which would oppose his motherls image of him. as a 
perfect gentleman. Both parents evidently tried .to superimpose adult 
standards on the boy without giVing him a. chance to grow up and accept 
them himself. They considered him mature before he uaa, and the result-. 
ing confli~~ created anxieties for him. 
Jimmieis experience in out-door acti-vities made it .._:loasi'ble for him 
to take the initiutive and assume the leadership in this activity, even 
though most of the time he would let someone else do so ana not assert 
himself particularly,, 
Jimmie's ease in relating to the leader indicates that his relation 
ship with his paren·t.s; particularly hia father, was sufficiently satis,... 
fying so that he could make a transference to other adults without too 
m.u.eh difficulty .• 
Ways in mdch the Group Ex-perience Seemed to Meet . the Child·t s Needs 
Being a member of a group gave Jimmie an opportunity to participate 
in boyish activities on an equal footing with boys his own age. Despite 
his lack of athletic ability~ the members learned to respect him very 
much. Their acceptance made it possible for him to reveal and accept hi 
inadequacie8 in sports and to do something about it~ The memb~rs en,... 
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courageri him to p~rtici~~te lll sports ~na were ?atient with him. His 
accomplishments in craft projects ana his reaognizea. abilities in the 
areas of nature and paintin~ gave him a sense of achievement and helped 
to build his self-confid~.nce ~ 
Feeling accepted in the group gave him a sense of security which 
made it possible f'or him to assert himself, ctiscard. hia passivity) and 
to speak up for his o"ftn views and to hold his own in arguments • 
. . 
He was successful in rua.king a more masculine iden-tification. The 
nature of the progr&m which emphasized boyish games &nd ~ctivities such 
as boxingt wrestling, baseball, helped create this objective. 
The practice of meeting at the members' homes had two valuable et.-. 
fects, both of which contributed to freeing Jimmie to a very &ree.t exten 
of his mother's restricting f'ea.r ths.t he was going to get seriously in....: 
jured. i.ntert~dning the members in her home ~t<,ve iArh • .rt. &n opportunity 
to get to meet the boys and. to recognize that th&y weren • t al\lio.ya rt fresh 
and roughn and that JimJr.ie was able to hola ids own against them. .Al.s.o 
she could realize their acceptance of Jimmie and fondness for him. Then 
too, meeting in other member~t homes took Jimmie out from unoer t~s 
motherls eye, increased his feeling of independence, ann introduceo him 
to the possibility of playing away from home and his street, in play-
grounds which woulo introduce him to new people and help him develo~ his 
abilities to rel~te to people, 
As was indicated, Jimmie felt secure in the 1eader1 s presence and 
did not make any special demand.& on him. He was able to ask for the 
leader's help when he felt he needed it; the leauer was particularly hel!r 
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ful to him as he was learning athletic ~kills. The leader was able to 
draw on Jimmiefs knowledge of nature to encourage him to take over a 
leadership role on hikes which was helpful to Jimmie as he learned to 
assert himself~ Another important cont~ibution the leader was able to 
make to Jimmie wae that he, an understanding und mature adult, wa.o ~;;.bl.e 
to recognize and accept • .Timmie at his level of ruaturi ty; in other words, 
Jimmie was helped to feel it was all right to be a child. 
Case VII~ David!·~ M;e at Referr.al.: 1.., Club fl1embert 2 years 
. David, an only child, lives w;i.tb. his mother in an apartment in 
his grandparents r home~ His fa. ther died suddenly when Da:v'id was 
only five years old. The mother returned to her home at that time 
to gain the support of her family, but instec.d found o:nly :rejection 
because of Davia; her orother ia particularly antagonistic towards 
the boy, ~nd her .aother makes no effort to u:ntierstE:nd him. 
Since her husba.nd.to death, ivlrs, » .. has los-li all interest in 
life, has become very inactive, .and ~s very few persol-:tal contacts. 
She worked for awhile but found confinement in. a.n office intol~raol 
and accepted Aid to Dependent Children to supplement her income 
from Social Security. ~rs. W .. is overprotective of Davicl; she W.s-
courages his playing with the llfreshtt boys in the neighborhood. Sh 
is una.war1:1 of Davici' s need for expression and tenus t.o stop his in-
fantile behaviox·, unaware that this is his level of adjustment. Sh 
admits that her Eo.ttitudea are the ba.si~ of Daviu1s probleffi~ ,yet 
discontinued C!i.Se .work: help when it wa13 available to her. 
David is an imma:ture,. e:ffeminate, ana :fear:ful child who ie 
quite posaesaive of his mother and very unwilling ·co let her l£:;&Ve 
him even for necessary errands. He withdraws from playing with 
other children, preferring to stay honu~ with her. When he d.oes 
play with other children, they are generally younger boys whom h~ 
can bully and trea:t cruelly~ He enjoys playing with <loll~ and othe 
feminine games such as playing hou~e. He has temper tantl'Ulils when 
teased about being a nsissy11 • His social o.djustment is ~OI.)l'. He 
indiocted having conflicts over being a boy and showing aggression~ 
He coll!lllonly expressed aggression by being petulant and mincing~ He 
had such low level adjustment patter,ns as yelling and rolling on th 
floor. 
David was se~n years old when his club began. He was referre 
to D.N.C. by a child guidance clinic as they felt he needed a pos-
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A. i tive experience with boys his O'bn age under the leade;r.shi:r.;; of l1. 
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man where he would have an opportunity to express his aggres~ion 
in more boyish ways. 
In the beginning of the group, Dqvid related most closely to a 
younger boy whom he could dominate physically and push about. He 
waa inclined to be bossy and domineering~ Vlhen teased or called 
names, he would cry and have a tantrum. When exoi ted or worked up, 
he would roll around on the floor or play with infantile toys. He 
was less secure away from home~ ~d would ask to have the activity 
terminated early. He became quite possessive of the leader and de-
manded a good deal of encouragement and attention frma him. 
David was an aggressive, bullying boy who ·was unable to take 
aggression tUr.ned against him; this he had to learn to do in the 
group. ais eye and hand coordination was not as good as that of 
other boys his age, which 'made his craft participation aifficult. 
He gained satisfaction through achievements in games; he joined in 
group pl~y when individual play became too thr~atening to him be~ 
cause of his lack of akilL, As he became more accepting of boys 
his own age;· he began to do' ·things for them, such as serving them 
candy, emptying their paints, dishes, etc. He related very closely 
to one member. who became his friend; the more he followed this boy,. 
the more boyish he became. 
David became able to invite new members into the group and did 
so without any particular pressure from his mother~ He also was 
able to contribute to the formulation of club plans and assumed re-
sponsibility for collecting dues4 
' The club leader we,s an important person ·to David. He wan ted 
reassurance that the leader was as interested in him as he was in 
the other members, so would insist that the leader ask him the ex-
act questions he asked the other boys" He became possessive of the 
leader and would walk with him on hikes, ask him to do such pers 
little services as to tie his shoes, sympathize vli th a cut finger 1 
or even insist that he share an experience with him only9 The 
er was able to encourage David in his a!'tistic talents. 
~nereas in the beginning David related most closely to younger 
boys, he now more readily accepted boys his ovm age3 his best fri 
in fact is his age. He has toned down considerably, does not seem 
to bounce around aa_much and is able to sit still longer., There is 
regression from- time to time to a more infantile level of behavior, 
however. David also has gradually become less possessive of the 
leader and is more willing to share him with the other members., He 
is able to relate to different boys at different times ana have his 
behavior acceptable~ In fact, his general behavior has become more 
acceptable to the members., V\'hen he occasionally lies on the floor 
and cries, this doesn't last as long as previously~ He is also 
independent of his mother. He may stU+ occasionaJJ,.y p~ay with 
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dolls but he is more apt to join the Gther boys in the neighbo:rrhoed 
in baseball, tagJ soccer, and other games. 
DiscWJsion 
Factors 1:!!: the Family Experience Which Seemed ~ Affect the Child~ s 
Initial Adjustment to the Group 
David, an only child whoae father had died suddenly, was ill-pre..-. 
pared for group adjustment. Over-protected by his mother who discour-
aged his p::t_s.ying with the ttfresh 11 boys in the neighborhood, David with .... 
drew almost en~irely from participating with children. He had conflicts 
over hia masculinity and the extent to which he could express .aggression 
When he did play wit~ children then, they were generally younger 
with·whom he could maintain a superior and domineering role~ To assert 
himself, he would bully them and treat them cruelly. In the group; too, 
these patterns appeared. At the beginning of this experience, David re-
lated most closely to a yo'l.mger boy whom he could physically domina.te 
push about. 
His insecurity and doubts about W,a status as a boy materialized :i.n 
his crying and tantrums when teased about being a nsissyn ~ His mother 
expressed concern about his effeminate play, yet her manner of protect-
ing him and inhibiting his opportunities to express himself in boyish 
ways only eneourag~d it. From time to time in the group, David did re-
SQrt to feminine play, His infantile behavior reactions of rolling on 
the floor gave further evidence that his mother t. s a ttl tudes have handi-
capped his ability to grow up. 
Mrrh w. herself indicated a good deal of immaturity particularly in 
her reaction to her husbandJa death. Naturally, it would be difficult 
for David to develop and att~in self-expression in such an ~pathetic · 
.environment,. Mr$. w~ did not understand Davidls infantile level of ad-
justmentJ he expressed himself by rolling on the. floor in his excitement 
Hi!!_mother attempted to repress this behavior which resulted in Davidie, 
great need to express himself this way in the group situation. 
David was inaebtl!e away from home because he was very £earful at 
being awa:y .:f'l>Gll his mother. Therefore, in the group, he became arudous 
when the program activity took him away from home and asked that it be 
terminated early. 
David became quite possessive of the leader and demanded a good 
of encouragement and attention ·.rrom him. It would seem then that for 
David, the leader became a .f~ther figure and he feared losing him as he 
had lost his own father. Then too, the only other satisfying rel.a.tion-
ship D6.vid had with an adul.t, hiE! mother, was also one in which he was 
quite possessive, and he tran$ferred this relationship to his other adul 
contacts. 
Ways in 'Which the Group .Exgerience Seemed to Meet the Child's !ieeds 
David's mother was inclined ·to :focus on his infantile ex-pressions"' 
Although she wae unable to do anything about it, she did bring a good 
deal of attention to it. In the group; however,. the_leader tried to 
focus attention away from David t s more infa.n·!iile behavior and on to his 
achievements and strengths~ 
He was encoura~ed to grow up by being given responsibilities which 
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he wae expected to fulfill, such as the collection of' dues, and elao by 
being encouraged to contribute to the l)ro~ramming. The leader was also 
able to stimulate his relating to the more mature boys in the group. As 
Davia succeeded in this respect, he incorporated more mature ru1d mascu-
line traits into his personality. The leader encouragea his relation-
ship to the members further so that he would grow by sharing his a tten-
tion with them and not focus on the leader alone. 'l'he leauer was suo-
cessful since David grG-tdually became less possessive of the. leader and 
mare interested in the other boys. 
As his club relationships becante more meaningful~ David was able to 
modify his behavior so that it became more acceptable to the other mem-
bers. The club leader waa able to give David reassurance and to show 
him acceptance. He allowed David· to develop a close relationship with 
him, but when David was secure in this, was able to encourage him to ;re-
late closely to the other boys. 
The experience David got b3 participating in boyish activities in 
the gz'oup did create a bond by which he 'coUld relate to other boys and 
ga-.;e him other p~ay activities as alternatives to more effeminate play~ 
Case IDI: Johnnie D.J Art.e _at Referral: 8, Club .Member: 4 years 
The D.'s are a miqdle class family living in a local city. 
Their apartment is quite small and ertnrded.. There are .four chil-
dren; Johnnie is the youngest. He has two older sisters and an 
older brother. His brother and one sister are now married and ao 
not live at home. His other sister is living permanently with 
relatives~ - · 
There has been little stability in the 1.ts family life. For 
various rea~ons, including the motherts illness and housing diffi-
culties, the family has been broken up on several occasions. John-
nie was placed in a foster home for an extended period of time as a 
young child. The family has moved frequently in an effort to gairi 
more adequate housing; this necessitated many changes in schools 
Johnnie. This whole experience has given Johnnie noticeable feel-· 
ings of insecurity which manifest themselves in a tic and a drive 
·ror acquisitiveness. 
Mr ~> D.. is a hard-working man • Becau.se of dif'ficul ties in se-
curing adequate housing for his family near his work, he roomed a-
way from his wife and Johnnie a good deal of the time. At present; 
however, he is living with thenL. Ths previous situation deprived 
Johnnie of his fatherls guidance at a time when he needed it most. 
Mrs. D. is handicapped by a chronic illness which has limited 
her ability to function adequately, It has left her slow-moving 
and slow-thinking. She is virtually ineffectual in guiding Johnnie} 
she keeps him clean and well-fed, but does not see to it that he 
attends I!IChool regularly~·comes in early at night~ etc. Nor does 
she t&ke any definite struld when Johnnie appears with articles which 
obviously do not belong to htm. 
There is a strong family attachment among the members despite 
the many obstacles to ·more normal family living. Johnnie, however,. 
has not had many meaningfUl contacts with his siblings. 
The crowded home situation left Johnnie with too few outlets 
for his anergies. He spent most of his time away from home. He 
related easily to ,t?eople, particular1y adults ana seeme¢. to want a 
.;ood Ci.eal of attention and affection from them. llthough he had 
many friends, he.played mostly with younger children or with girls. 
It was easier for him to make friends with older people than with 
his own age group~ It was difficult for him to ae1mit unhappiness 
and he had fears of desertion and abandonment. He had resorted to 
petty stealing and had been known to start fires. When tense~ he 
nad a pronounced facial twitch; another tie was his habit of con-
atantly clearing his throat when uneasy or excited.. Masturbation 
was ~so ·part of his adjustment pattern~ 
Johnnie was eight years old when his club began. He was origi-
nally a member of a ·group formed for the benefit of another boy. 
When this boy moved, the club was continued to help Johnnie in his 
relationship with other children and in his general personality ad-
justment .• 
Johnnie sought status in the group by playing the role of the 
joker or clown~ His acquisitiveness was outstanding; he hoarded 
various craft materials, and even went so far as to take the fin-
ished craft articles of the other members~ It took him some time 
to relate to the leader, and he was continually testing the leader 
by threatening to leave the group. He was fairly secure in the 
group, although at first he wasn't particularly close to the mem-
berS! they scorned him as being silly. His closest relationship 
was to a boy who bU.l:tied and dominated him.. 
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Of the various program activities) Johnnie enJoyed the very 
simple play activities, low-organized game5, wrestling, and imagi-
nary games most. He was quite awkward at eTafts anct became easily 'tt~=9F=================================~F==== 
discouraged and would leave them~ His achievements in crafts, 
fore, elated him very much. He had a good sense of humor ana en-
tertained the boys with his funny and original witticisms.. In ad-
dition, he enjoyed telling them stories~ 
The leader was an important person to Johnnie~ The first two 
years the leader was a woman because of one membe~ts need for a 
satisfying feminine relationship~ ·rhe third an6. fourth years the 
leader was a man. The leader was a source o~ protection for John-
nie against the onslaught of his dominating friend. The leader 
employed the buddy system in an effort to break up this harmful re-
lationship; v:hen this attempt was ineffective, the bully v:as re~ 
moved from the group in the best interests of the club end Johnnie' 
morale. The leader defended. Johnnie in many situations and avoid-
ed making accusations of any kind E..gainst. him. To help him handle 
his drive to acquire :things which pti.mul&.tea him to pE:ot·ty stealing, 
the leader made it possible for him to take extra materials home · 
y;ith him. 
There has b~t"m a noticeable i.Ir1proveuent in Johnnie 1 s behavior, 
but he still has a good many fears and unresolved difficulties. 
His facial twitch is less conspicuous, and his show-off, clov.ning 
behavior has diminished. He has grown in his ability to relate 
raore .freely with his own age group.. His aocluiSitivene&s lli.;.s de ..... 
creased in intensity, and he no longer is masturbating to the same 
degree. 
Discussion 
Factors in the F&Llily Exoerience Which Seemed to Affect the Chilcl.l s 
Initial Adjustment to the Grou-g · 
Johnnie's unstable family life was responsible for his feeling of 
insecurity and his fears of desertion and abandonment. It was essential 
to him t.Qat he have tangible things of his own to give permanency to a 
relationship, hence his acquisitiveness. The.only things he could be 
sure of were what he had in his possession~ If peo~le didnlt give him 
something voluntarily, so important was his need that he would take it 
. 
enyway. Material things symbolized security. This behavior was mani-
f'ested in the group situation where Johnnie was prone to hoard materials 
and even went so far as to take som£J ~ow.pleted craft articles. His G.ri 
to acquire we.s-great and perhaps could be related to his early childhood 
placement e~~erience where he was deprived of many satisfactions. It 
was difficult for Johnnie to adl.lit unha?piness; he wouldn't show it. ·In 
the group; he re;?orted to joking and. clowning to overcojjle his initial 
insecurity. He tried in this way to Z:)ersua.de himself and other~ that he 
was happy and at ease, even in a new situation. 
Johnnie was fairly secure in the group situation although at first 
he wasn't particularly close to any of the members, another reflection 
his family relationships~ P~though there were st.rong family ties in 
Johnnie's family, his contacts with the ·various members were on the 
too infrequent to stimulate the growth of close, personal relationships. 
Therefore, Johnnie did not need close relationships with the members be-
fore feeling at home in the group~ 
For various reasons, J obnnie was deprived of a close masculine 
tification a great deal of the time in his home~ His closest relation-
ship in-the group was with a boy who bullied and dominated him. Perhaps 
a lack of masculine co~panionship at home stimulated him to relata with 
a vigorous, boyish boy in the group even ct his ol~l expen~e-
Johnnie was the only child living at home? so to all effects he was 
an only child. His ina.bili ty to mingle fre9ly with other children be-
cause there were none around his home, a_ppears in his early difficulty 
in relating to t.he membersi He had, evidently, misgi-vings as to his own 
attributes as a person because he seemed to feel he had to ·ouy the in,._ 
terests of the others by entertaining them; in order to be liked, he had 
to give of himself, 
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Although Johnnie usually related easily to adults, it took him some 
time to relate to the club leader, and he continually tested the leader!~ 
interest in him by. threatening to leave the group. This indicated that 
the leader represented a parent figure. Johnnie had been left and to 
all effects abandoned by both parents" He feared desertion by the club 
leader and to forestall this planned to desert first when he had doubts 
as to the permanency of the leader's relationship with him. 
Ways 1!!, V:hich the Group Experience Seemed to Meet the Child Is Needs 
Johnnie found a good deal of satisfaction in the club as a substi-
tute for his broken family unit. The relationehip with the members and 
the leader helped to fill his great needs for love and affection in the 
light of his rather unfortunate experiences as a young child. 
Participation then in pleasing activities with boys his own age was 
important to him. The attitude of the other boys towards him aid c~~ge; 
at first they thought him just silly~ Their growing acceptance of him 
revealed itself in their missing him when he was absent* 
The level of activities gave him an opportunity to act out his ag-
gression in an acceptable manner. Imaginary games were important in en-
abling him to give expression to his fantasies. Although handicrafts 
were difficult, his success encouraged his confidence in his ability to 
achieve. His drive to acquire things was satisfied again in socially 
acceptable manner as he waa permitted to take extra materials home; he 
didn't need to take finished articles any longer~ 
The group leader eatitJJfied Johnnie by not deserting him. His secu-
rity in the group was increased by this relationship. The leader was 
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aware of the detrimental effects on Johnnie of his close association 
with his highly aggressive friend. The leader tried to break it up more 
naturally at first by encouraging Johnnie to pair off with other mem-
bers. When this was unsuccessful, the friend was removed from the group 
since the leader realized that Johnnie's self'-expression would be limi 
as long as he was dominated by this friend, 
The leader's stable interest in him and the attention paid him was 
important in replacing the loss of attention he felt when his friend was 
no longer in the group, The leader was caref'ul not to accuse Johnnie of 
stealing, etc., but tried instead to modify the environment so that his 
needs would be better filled without his having to resort to this means. 
The H.is are a middle-class family living at present in a ~uu~.~~ 
suburban community. Pr~vious to this year, they occupied a modest, 
city apartment. When the club began, Paul had one older sister. 
Since then, two more children were born, a boy and a girl. 
Mr. H. is a hard-working man making a sincere attempt to sup-
port his family. He wan t,s his children to succeed; therefore, it 
is important to him that Paul do well in school and his other rela-
tionships. 
Mrs. H. is a quiet, repressed woman.. She prefers girls to 
boys, and was quite disappointed that Paul was a. boy, in fact she 
went. so far aa to neglect him to the degree that he suffered. from 
malnutrition. She persisted in comparing Paul unfavorably with his 
older sister. She is a very disturbed woman; superficially she ap-
pears friendly and pleasant, but actually $he is uncooperative and 
difficult to work with; She has a good deal of hostility towards 
her. husband and blrunes him for everything. 
Both parents evidence a great deal of ~nxiety beeause of ?aul' 
"differentl1 behavior. They appear punitive and rejecting in their 
attitude towards him. To punish him they continually deprive him 
what brings him the greatest pleasure and satisfaction.. His mother 
was accustomed to pick on him without adequate reason. To please 
her Paul developed effeminate play activities. This behavior, how~ 
ever, was displeasing to his father who wantea. him to be a "real 
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boyu and tried to teach him boxing and other boys' games, and thus 
created additional conflict.· 
Paul was equally hostile to both parents; their efforts to 
control him had little effect. His enuresis was disturbing to his 
pare!lts, not as a. symptom. of underlying maladjustment but as some-
thing annoying. He was a. passive, withdrawn, effeminate, little 
boy who hact no playmates. He played with dolls and dishes, and 
occasionally with little girls. He had a vivid, fantasy life, and 
a friendless, lonely existence. · 
Paul recognized that he w.ust riv.al his olaer sister for his 
mother 1s affaction, yet he and his sister were very close. She was 
mor,:outgoing than he, and tended to doruinate him, yet he accepted 
th~s willingly. His enuresis became a more serious problem when 
. ~h{s younger brother was born. i'hiP bro ~;her became very fona. of 
"'/ Paul who took pride in his relationship with him~ 
Paul was eight years old when his club began~ He was referred 
to D.N.C, by a hospi·tal where he had been receiving treatment for 
early physical neglect and malnutrition. The hospital felt ?aul 
needed an opportunity for expression and adjustment to boys his own 
age. In addition, he was having difficulty in school. Although he 
had a good mind and did well in reading and spelling, early dep~i­
vations and punishment had !etarded his develo~ment in learning the 
u,se of his hands which W!'LS evident, in his virtual inability to 
write-. When worried> his custom was to put his fists into his 
mouth; when excited, he would wriggle all over. 
Being in a group of boys was a new experience .for ?aul; he had 
difficulty in relating to them.~ He was tolerated more than acce 
by the meml;lers. At first, he was quite passive and unaggressive, 
and was dependent upon the others for approval of his ideas. He 
was quite sensitive about not oeing chosen for teams. He was fond 
of the leader, but did not turn to the leader for special attention 
Although he enjoyed craft activities, he had great difficulty work-
ing with his hands. He liked the active games; when he coulanrt 
participate successfully himself,. he watched the others and was apt 
to v.Tiggle all over in his excitement. He was occasionally en,urf'iT., 
in the group meeting. 
At the recommendation of the referring agenc,Y the program was 
geared to interest. him in masc1J.line play activities ana included 
handicrafts which would accustom him to working with hia hands. He 
became interested ·in the mechanical toys of the other boys. 
this associGtion, he had hie first opportunity to learn boyish 
skills in wrestling, cowboys anti Ind.ia.nl!l7 and other games. He 
to copy the antics of some of the more boisterous boys. 
The first two years the club leader was a woman because it was 
so~ 
believed that Paul needed a satisfying experience with a warm, ac-
cepting woman figure in a mother role~ The third year the leader 
was a man since by that time,. Paul was ready for a more :masculine 
identification. Paul was fond of his leaders who were gentle and 
accepting of him, regardless of his behavior, but he did not make 
excessive demands on them nor seek special attention. 
There has been a change in Paul's behavior.. His school work 
ia still poor, but it has improved tremendously. He continues ha.v~ 
ing difficulty in doing anything well, but is more able .to partici-
pate in a variety of boyish ac·tivities. He will not struggle f'or 
his rights; but is able to hold his own if attacked. He conforms 
well to the group and has been aple to develop a feeling of securi-
ty in the group situation, ~specially towards adults. There has 
been an improvement in his social adjustment; some club members 
have become his friends# 
.Discussion 
Factors in. the Family Experience V1hich Seemed to P...ffect ~ Child's 
Initial Adjustillent to the Grou-e 
Paul's passive, retiring, and effeminate behavior so apparent in 
home setting manifested itself in his early group experience, Unaccus-
tomed to the companionship of boys, he had tremendous difficulty in re-
lating to them, Then too, his mother's rejection of him because he was 
a boy undoubtedly contributed to his thinking that there was something 
wrong with being a boy, a feeling which inhibited his efforts to reach 
out to boys ,nd more masculine activities and to identify more closely 
with his own sex. Perhaps if his father had been more understanding and 
accepting, this process might have been easier~ But his father~ too) 
stern and punitiife~ 
H:ejeation at home, end with it the emphasis that he was peculiar 
and different, undoubtedly contributed to Paul 1 s fear of reJection by 
the group as evidenced in his extreme sensitivity towards not being 
. sen for teams. 
Submerged as he was at home, he was at first unable to assert him-
self on the basis. of his own ideas; he was de_oendent upon 't..'lle apJrovaJ. 
of the othe:rs.. This a_?J?raval in itself was. im,i)ortant to hiul. To gain 
a?proval at home he was obliged to inhibit his natural drives and con-
form to his uLotherts preferred ideal of femininity.. A.P.~:'roval meant re-
pression; therefore, in the group he hesitated to assert himself because 
in his other group association self-expression paralled rejection~ 
His d:ifficul ty in working with his hands persisted in the group 
where he found h~ndicrafts particularly difficult~ His enuresis con-
tinued in the group as did his patterns of wriggling all over when ex-
oi ted a.nd sticking his hands in his mouth when under pressure .. 
It was hoped that ari experience with a we.rm, a.coeiJting woman as 
leader would ooun teract some of the damage done by his rela. tionshi.tJ with 
such a disturbed and rejecting mother. Howeve~, although he was fond of 
the women leaders, he did not ~evelop a particularly close relationship 
with them. Again, this represents a carry-over into the group of his 
e:h.-periences in the family. By identifying the adult with his mother, he 
created a barrier which inhibited the growth of a close relationship 
the leader~ As his mother rejeciied l1im, so he h""%l.gine<i the leaO.er 
and to protect himself from the hurt of anotl1er rejection by a woman, he 
hf.':Si t.a ted to rele. te too closely with the women leaders .. 
Ways in Which the Gro':lp Experience Seemed to Meet the Child's Needs 
.Paulfs association in the group provided him with an atmosphere 
where it was safe to want to be a boy, in fact where it was desirable tq 
be a boy~ He realized this, and sought to incorporate into his person-
a.lity, boyish skills at wrestling, playing# defending himself, etc... He 
made a special effort to copy· the antics of some of the more boi$terous 
boys .. 
When it became apparent that the handicrafts though enjoyable to 
him, were ·too diffioul t for him because of his inability to . work suc-
cessfully with his hands, the emphasi8 on them was reduced, an action 
removing another source of frustration for Paul. 
His range of activities has been greatly increa~Sed. He developed 
an interest in mechAnical toys as opposed to an earlier interest in ctoll~ 
and little-girl~ctivities. 
The members themselves have been im?ortant to Paul. !e their mere 
tolerance of hiill developed into a real acceptance on the ~1art of some, 
Paul has been able to gain a feeling of security in the grou~ situation. 
Participating suocessfully with them in a grouv situation has carried 
over into out-of-group activities~ His growing confidence in his abil-
ity to achieve hal3 made it possible for him to make friends with some of 
the members and to play with them. 
Although a personal re~ationship with the leader did not appear too 
significant. in Paull s group adjustment, neYertheless the leaderts role 
was important.., The leaderts acceptance of Paul, regardless of his be-
havior., was a valuable experience i tsself'" To illustra. te, the leader 
wa.a always ready as a source of a~port and reassurance when Paul needed 
it.. T-hen, for example, the members neglected to pick Paul readily for a. 
team, the leader was able, by some work or ge13ture, to soften the blow,, 
to indicate to Paul that not everyone had deserted him, that at any rate 
the leader still stood by him. 
Then too, the leader was aware of 2aults very pressli1g need for 
friends and encouraged him in this respect by creating opportuni·~ies for 
possible friendships to develop. Using the buday system whieh paired 
the boys off on trips and other special events encouraged Paul to relate 
more closely to another member. 
The leader also encouraged a variety of program activities to give 
Paul a chance to achieve in many areas. He was also helped. to cont:rib-
ute to the formulation of program plans. 
Summary of Group IIIt 
The boys in these four cases had somewhat related e.xperience,s in 
their family situations which resulted in similar behavior patterns. It 
is interesting that for all four, there was a housing problem of sorts 
which played a signi1'icant role in the childt s development. In the firs 
case, the parents were very fearful of the neighborhood in which they 
livedt and the deleterious influence it might have on their son, and so 
tried to protect him from it by restricting his contacts in it. The 
second boy lived with his mother in an ap~rtment in the maternal grand-
parents' home; they in turn were hostile towards him and did not give 
him the understanding he needed. In the third case there was a gooa 
deal of instability in the family because they moved around so much in 
an effort to find more adequate housing; the insecurity resulting from 
this situation was reflec·~ed in the boy's behavior. In the fourth case, 
the family lived in a crowded apartment for a number of years, and when 
they did move to a new home it disappointed them because it didntt meet 
their expectations. 
Two boys were deprived of a maaculine figure in their homes with 
which they could identify, and thus become secure in their sex role;. one 
because of the death of his father and the other because of his separa~ 
tion froill his father as a young child, and the more recent fact that his 
father liveci apart from the family internrlttently in order to be nearer 
his work. In the other two oases there were conflicting attitudes on 
the part of the parents towards their sons which presented difficulties 
in the boys' efforts to identify with the masculine role~ Th~ir fathers 
wanted them tq be boyish1 interested in manly pursuits and would have 
liked to encourage the& in these respects. 1heir mothers~ however~ 
trated these aims; one because she feared the boy would be hurt in the 
process and the other because she rejected boys anyway> preferring girls 
and so discouraged her sonrs efforts to express himself as a boy. In 
four cases, in varying degree, there was evidence of conflicts over be~ 
ing a boy. In two instances, the 'boys resorted to effeminate play and 
interests. 
In three cases, to all effects, the individuals conce!•ned were only 
chiloren; two because there were no siblings ana one beaause he was the 
only ahild living at home. In three cases too, the boya had to fight a 
lack of interest in them on the part of the mothers; one because the 
mother had lost all interest in life anyway after the death of her hus-
band; a second because a chronic illness had limited her capacities; the 
third because of' the motllert s intense feelings against boys in general .• 
Two mothers were overprotective of their sons; both were fearful of 
their sons.roingling with the ttfresh'1 boys in the neighborhood. Two 
mothers were neglectful of their sons; one because of her physical limi-
tations and the second because of her intense feelings against boys~ 
One boy experienced a good deal of acceptance and love from his 
parents, and of the four, he had the beat relationship with his parents. 
Two boys were fearful of losing their parents, one in particular was 
quite possessive of his. The fourth boy was equally hostile to both 
parents. It is interesting to notice the similarity in the boyat·ini~ 
tial relationships with their leaders and ·their relationship and atti-
tudes towards their parents~ They tenued to relate to other adults on 
the basis of their experience with their parents. 
There were similar behavior patterns revealed 1n these casesJ vary-
ing of course in intensity. In each case there was a degree of effemi-
nacy~ In two instances there were marked low-level adjustment 9atterns; 
both boys would wriggle all aver .. in thair excitement; one boy was enu-
r~tic. The two most seriously disturbed boys both had muscle spasms •. 
Each boy tended to be passive and withdrawn, and did not mingle freely 
with other children his own age"' When t~ey did play with children, they 
were usually younger~ Three boys expressed a preference for playing >ti 
little girls. All four needed help in learning to engage in activities 
appropriate to. their age and sex~ and in learning to relate to other 
children. 
At first they hesitated to join in: the rougher activities enjoyed · 
the other group members. The other members tolerated them more than ac-
cepted them. For the fom•th boy, the relationship did not 1:trogress much 
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beyond the tolerance level, but even this was an improvement for him and 
was a helpful step ,towards building a closer relationship~ 
Their responses to the leader varied~ For two boys the relation-
ship \7i th the lea.oer was very meaningful; in fact, one of these boys was 
·quite possessive of the leader. The two other boys a.ppeareCl fonti of the 
leaders and secure in a. relationship with them, but clid not make special 
demands for attention~ The two most disturbed boys had the most diffi-
culty in relating to the other member~ • 
.All four boys now seem better able to participate :in boyish activ-
ities and to relate to other boys their own age. There has been a no-
ticeable decrease in the manifestation of symptoms at least in so far as 
their participation in group meetings was concerned~ They are better 
able to assert themselves in the group and have learned to modify their 
behavior to conform to the group .standards. There is more mature be ... 
ha.vior on the part of three boys and all four have more masculine in-
terests. 
As to the factors in their family experience seeming to affect theiJ 
adjustment to the group, the outstand~ng one again appears to be the re-
la. tionship \'Ji th their parents. In the first case, the ·parents were ac-
cepting yet misunderstano.ing, &nd as a. result, over-protecting.. In the 
second case the mother was also over-protective. The parents in the two 
remaining cases were neglectful~ 
The difficulty in not having a permanent male figure with whom to 
relate in two cases plus the additional situation in the fourth case 
where being a boy was wrong,. reflects in the.group behavior., 
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The parents in each case lacked a working understanding of child 
development and as a result were unable to anticipate and fulfill their 
sons' needs. Two sets of parents seemed to feel their sons were mature 
adults before they actually were, and brought too much pressure on them 
to conform to adult r"Jle3~ which they werent·t ready to fulfill .• 
They related to adults on the basis of their experiences with their 
parents. The first boy who felt reasonably secure with his own parents, 
carried this over into his relationship with the leader; he did not make 
any special demand on him... The second and ·chird boys, both of whom 
feared losing their parents, became very possessive of the leader. The 
fourth boy who had also been the o:ne most seriously rejected by his par-
ents, had the most difficulty in developing a meaningful relationship 
with the leader, particularly the woman leacier who was to hi;u Ei. mother 
substitute t'igm-e .. 
In each case, the group experience provided an atmosphere W'il$:!:e it 
was safe to be a boy, in fact where it was desirable to be a boy.. The 
opportunity each boy had to participate in boyish activities created a 
bond by which he could relate to other boys. The. program activities 
covered a ~~de variety of intere~ts and each boy.was helped to partici~ 
pate in them when he was ready. His successes and the recognition he 
received because of some specie.l ability encouraged the development of a 
sense of achievement and a feeling that he had worth as a person. 
In the group~ cdfferent from in the home, attention did not focus 
on the child's infantile expressions and int:tdequacies, but insteao on 
his strengths and particular talents. Each boy was encoUl·ageQ to ~p~es~ 
as •. 
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himself through activitie!S in an acceptable manner. It was hoped the 
satisfaction derived from these aativitie& would ctim.inish the boys) nAAtl 
to aebieve satisfaction by undesirable behavior. 
For two cases in particular and to the others in varying degrees~ 
the individual relationship with the leader and the other members hel~ed 
to fill the needs for love and affection met unsatisfactorily in their 
family relationships ... 
Acceptance by the membera and the feeling of security in the group 
situation encouraged the boy:J to assert themselve:$. The leaders en-
couraged their relationships vd.th the other meinbers.. The leaders were 
able to show them that they accepted them at the level where they were,, 
and gave them. su.p,port~ The leaders also were able to draw on the boys' 
strength$. 
A. Summary 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
I~ the nine ca.aes studied.; there were five boys and four girls. 
Their age~ at the time of referral ranged from six to.fourteen years. 
The referrals were received from the folloWing sources; one from a hos-
pital, two from family case work agencies, four from child guidance ~lin. 
ics, and two from ·che membership ranks of D .N.C. groups. Their clubs 
have been in existence from two to four years; they are all continuing 
in a club at present with the exception of one b~y. He has moved to a 
new community and, as yet; no club has been formed in hie new neighbor-
hoodj the department is continuing contact with the family and boy, how-
ev-er, to determine if a protective group experience will again be nec-
essary~ At the present time, in addition to the D.N.C. contact, three 
boys are reoeiving individual treatment in a child guidanc(:l' clinic. 
In all nine cases there was an emotional or behavior problem which 
seemed to be the result of the particular family situation~ In all but 
one case, both parents are living; in that case the father is dead. In 
two-thirds of the cases the family unit is small with no more than two 
siblings. In two cases there are a total offour siblings; in only one 
case are there as many as six siblings. In three cases the referred 
child is an only child; in one other case the referred child is to all 
purposes an only child since his siblings do not live at home. Six 
children are the first-born in their fa.railias; tuo the second-.-born; and 
one the last-born. 
The greatest source of conflict in all cases seemed to exist in the 
parent-child relationship, particularly in the child's relationship with 
the mother. In six cases the mother's attitude towards the child has 
been interpreted as rejection; in two other cases it has been in~=~~,~o~-o~ 
as over-protection; in the remaining case the maternal neglect results 
from the mother~s physical incapacity~ 
In all but this same, one case, the mother was the more dominant 
parent. As a basis for this interpretation, the writer refers to the 
fact that the mother's attitudes towards the child had a more direct 
effect on his behavior and adjustment than did the father's attitude~ I 
seems evident that in all instances the fatheris inability to assert 
himself more definitely in the child's favor was injurious to the childl 
welfare because it left him more vulnerable to the mother's harmful at-
titude .• 
In two cases the child suffered because there was no permanent 
masculine figure in the home with whom he could identify~ In two other 
cases the attitude of the mother interfered with the boysl efforts to 
identify with the masculine role created by the father. 
Each ehild reacted separately to the unsatisfying parental rela 
ship but there were similarities in their total behavior at certain 
points. Three children adjusted by turning their hostility inward a-
gainst themselves; two by e;x:pressing their hostility directly against 
the objects in the environm,ent arousing it; and four by inhibiting their 
own instinctual drives and adopting the patterns of behavior desired by 
their mothers which meant surrendering their masculine interests in ~~··v~·~ 
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of feminine pursuits. 
All nine cases shared certain symptoms and needs in common. 'Ihey 
had few friends and needed help in socialization to overcome their shy-
ness, withdrawn behavior, and passivity. Six children hada muscle 
spasm or twitch of some sort. Four alternated their periods of shy) 
withdrawn behavior with periods of intense excitability, hyperactivity, 
and general nervousness! In two cases fear of abandonment and desertion 
were outstanding symptoms~ In four cases there was a tremendous drive 
for possessiveness;_ two for material objects and. two for the leader'·s 
attention and affection. 
There were also similaritiea in the individual responses to the 
group experiences.. On the basis of interpretations of the club records, 
the wr:t ter rated) in each case,. the degree of satisfaction from each as~ 
pect of the group experience: the relationship with the leader, the re~ 
lationsh1p with the group members, and the program.1 Three cases seemed 
to derive satisfaction from the leader, members, and program in that 
order; two cases from the members, progr8Jtl~ leader; two froill the program 
members, leade~; one from the leader, program, members; and one from the 
program, leader, membersr 
In every club there was a good deal of flexibility in regard to 
membership, organization, and activities according to the needs of the 
individuals.. In each instance the objective was to develop the strang 
of the individual and to focus attention away from his inadequaciea. 
l The term program in this study refers to the result of the 
interacting process not the activity per se. 
program a.ctivities consisted of crafts, stories, dramatics, parties, 
social games, trips, and.active games~ 
1h Conclusions 
A study was made of the relationship between the family situa.tions 
' 
and group experiences of nine children with two objectives lll llind; one, 
to determitle what factors in the.child's family e~perience seemed to af-
feet his initial adjustment to the group; and two, to determine in what 
ways the group experience · seemed ·to meet the child • a :Lndi vidual needs 
arising from his particular family situation. 
Factors which seemed to affect the initial group adjustment in the 
cases studied were.t 
L The.neighborhoad in which the family lived and the &ttl-
tudes of the family members towards it~ 
It seemed to be indicated that where the parents feared 
the neighborhood and the influence it might have on the child, they 
tended to over-protect the child and out him off from normal contacts 
with children and activities characteristic of his age level. In the 
group situation, then, it was at first very difficult for this child to 
adjust readily to other children and to participate freely in the nor-
mal activities of his peers. 
Then too, in those instances when the child had very neg-
ative feelings towards his neighqorhood, this reaction manifested itself 
in his group experience, when, for example, the most satisfying program 
activity was one which took him as far as possible away from his home~ 
2. The emotional climate of the home .. 
'When there is an absence of acceptance, security, and love 
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for the child in the home., he is unable to relate closely to the family 
members. This in turn is reflected in his f:.Toup experience where he has 
difficulty in establishing meaningful relationships with the lea~er and 
the members. If a good Cieal of pressure is brought to bear on the child 
in t.he ham~ to achieve so that he can not easily rel&X and have fu..l1 1 
this pattern seems to repeat itself in the chilclts group experience. He 
strives in·~articular to use the group association as a means of achie~-
ing in order to gain security, self-confidence, and faith in his ab.ili-
.. 
ties to succeed. 
The childis status and feeling of adequacy in the home 
seemed to reappear in his gro~p participation~ Where he felt insecure) 
of little worth, and not really an accepted member of the family, he 
seemed to be only a border participant of the group, passive and with-
drawn, and either a solitary figure or one relating only to one or two 
members. The kinds of events and situations which generate tensions for 
the ch:l.ld in the family also seem to carry over in to the group. For 
example, the child who feels insecure when left out of things at home 
experiences the same feelings in the group anti in both instances seeks 
to draw attention to himself. The child who was submerged at home also 
seemed to react that way in the group and to appear shy, passive, and 
repressed. 
Stability of family life appears to be another important 
factor. Continual moving around and realigning of relationships creates 
insecurity which in turn seems to affect the .child's relationships in 
the group and'his confidence in the pe1~anency of these relationships •. 
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3. The parent-child relationship., 
The work and recreational habits of parents seem to play a 
strategically important role in the child's development in so f~ as 
permit or 11mi t the child 1· s ability to maintain a close and peraonal re-
lationship wi·th hia parents. If the child 1s relationship with his par- · 
ents is limited, this situation seems to reveal itself in his group par-
ticips.tion in one of two l'iays. He may either feel too insecure and in-
effectual in his abilities to relate to an adult. so that he may hesitate 
to reach out to the adult leader or else he may make excessive demands 
for at't~ention a.n.d. affection on the leader in an effort to s~:.~.tisfy .his 
need. for a close, personal relationship ~ith an adult person. 
The parents' relationship towards each other and the child's 
role in this relationship is another important factor mold.ing the child's 
adjustment in the group; for if there is a good deal of conflict and ar-
guing between the parents, the child may be absorbed by it and adopt this 
means of resolving his difficulties in his other group relationships. 
Another important factor to consider is the attitude of the 
parents towards the child. If they haV'e rejected him or are continually 
finding fault with him, his feelings of security are affected and prob-
ably replaced by feelings of inadequacy and inaecuri ty" V!hen he ha.s ad-
justed to the group, it may provide a stage where he can achieve a satis-
fying and meaningful relationship plus an opportunity to aohieve, and 
thereby gain the security he hae missea ~t home. 
The parents' understanding of chila develgpment and wheth-
er or not they were ztble to carry out the theory entered. into this study 
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but seemed to be of minor importan~a. However, the extent to which the 
parents encouraged the child. to become gradually self -1•elian t and in de~ 
pendent'" and to develop new interesta aeemed to be reflec·ted in the 
group· si tue tion ••• 
The fathert s rol.e in the family appeared to be importe.nt1 
particularly.., in so far as it compared with that of the mother.. In the 
cases studied, it seemed that the children suffered because the fathers 
were unable to assert themselves more definitely and thus counteract the 
influence of the mother•s dominating role,. This was particularly seri-
ous in the cases of the'boys;seeking masculine identification but who 
were not quite able to achieve it as fully es possible because of cer~ 
tain maternal attitudes and restrictions. Their conflict over their sex 
identification revealed itself in their ea:t'ly group behavior when they 
had difficulty,; for example, i.n pa.rticipating in the rougher activities 
and resorted to effeminate play~ 
In these oases, the aegree to which the child was able to 
satisfy his mother seemed to be related to his attitudes towards him-
self and the demands he made in the g:t'oup situation,. For example, when 
the mother was continually dissatisf'i.ed with -:.he child, it was very im-
portant for the child to ach:i.eve successes in the grou,.p'* The kinds of 
pressures the mother brought to bear on the. child were important too, 
for. the child sought to fill the mother''s wishes and demanda. 
In the child• s relationahip with the mother another impor-
~t factor to consider was the extent to which the child could trust 
the feelings, moods; and attitudes of his mother.. Ir. instances where 
the motherTa position was not stable, the child seemed to reflect this 
by his persistent testing of his relationship with th& leader. He could 
not take the leaderls attitudes towards him'as a permanent, stable feel-
ing and had to test it from time .to time· to e.ssure himself that it still 
was there" 
The motherla attitude$. toVtard3 the other children also 
seemed to be important~. Where the mother preferred another ahild, there 
was a· basis for sibling rivalry wr~ch seamed to interfere somewhat with 
the ehild.f s ability to f'omu ~atisfying relationships with ·the o·ther mem-
bers .• 
Then too, the .mother's feelings towards the child himself 
were vitally important... Where the mother tended to be rejecting,. crit-
ical, EUld bostile towards the child, he seemed shy_, withdrawn, and pas-
sive in his relations with others. bhere the mother tended to be over-
protect± ve in a.ddi tion, the child became timi.d an.d fearful a.nd conf'used 
over his sex roley all of which was reveal~d in his group behavior • 
.As regards the childfs adjustment, the extent to which the 
leader constituted a parent subs"bitute for the child and the nature of 
the identification were important. In some in~tancea the child seemed 
to be seeking satisfactions in his relationships T.ith the leader which 
he was missing in hia relationship with his parents. In other instances; 
the child seemed to be trying to remain independent of a close tie with 
the leader1 much as be was trying to become indepen4ent of the ~arent. 
The childls relationslup with his parents seemed to estab-
lish the pattern by which he initiated relationships with other &dults. 
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4• Sibling relations~ 
Those children who had no siblings seemed to derive gre.at 
satisfaction in the group experience from the opportunity to 1larticips.te 
on a giv~snd-take basis with other chil~en their age~ 
Whether or not a child could form a close relationship 
with his siblingf3 seemed to influence his ability to relate closely to 
the othe:t- group members... In certain instances this was thw&rted by sib.-
' ling rivalry in competition for the parental love and affection; partie-
u;tarly that of the mother~ 
5. The childls behavior patterns~ 
The unsatisfying fruuily 1~eiationships seeme~ to lea.v<:il un-:-
met needs; the child developedcertain behavior patterns in his effort 
to answer these needs. These behavior patterns were re;peated. in the 
group experience, too; in the child's effort to achieve security after 
his initial insecurity in a new situation. For example; a child who 
developed certain rituals of behaVior to give himael:t' a. feeling of order 
and safety between himself &~d the external world developed certain rit-
uals of behavior in the club meeting to assure himself the ssJ.i1e security 
The ways in which the group ~perience seemed to meet the indi nn::; 
needs arising from a childts particular family situation wi'll be dis-
cussed on the basis of the contribution of e~ch aspect of the group pro-
cess: the leader'·s role, the relationship with the members; and the pro-
gram~ 
In nearly all instances the leader seemed to constitute a. 
• 
parent substitute figure for the .child. Deprived of a satisfying rela-
tionship with his parents, he turned to the leader to attain satisfac 
of his needs. The leader showed a sensitivity to these particular needs 
and incorporatea his awareness of the~ into action, as for example, 
singling out a child who has great need for attention to perform special 
im,e>ortant for the child to .feel unaerstood and accepted by an adult per-
son, and concentrated on showing these qualitiE-s. Than too., the lea<ier 
seemed aware that at times it would be n~cesa~ry for the child to accept 
limitations on his behavior and so encouraged him in this respect when 
the child was ready for it. 
The le~cier helped to create the warmth and security in the 
group atmosphere which made it possible for the child to contribute of 
himself to the ·grou.t). The leader also tried to be calm and rela.xeci in 
the group meetings, particularly when it was important to the child to 
have such an experience with an adult to counteract the more hectic ex-
perience with a tense, nervous, and high-strung parent. 
The leaaer was able to incorporate his knowledge of the in-
dividual person into the program planning. l'fuen1 f'or example, a ohilci's 
coordination was too inferior to make crafts easy for him, this program 
activity waentt stressed. He tried to arrange ~rogram activities, toq~ 
which would produce elements necessary for the individual's growth and 
development; as for example, introducing new and satisfying exveriencas 
into the lives of the members. 
The individua.lfs relationship with the leader seemed to be 
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an important part of his group experience~ The leader was ready to give 
active support, help; and reassurance whenever necessary; in fact, even 
in those cases where the individual child did not seek to establish a 
particularly close relationship with the leader, he did turn to the laad. 
er for help when he needed it. The reassurance of the leader's cont.inn'"'r 
interest in him helped the child to become aecure and feel aocepted in 
the group. 
The leader was objective enough to realize that his rela-
tionship with the child should be in the childta best interest. There-
fore, although he did allow the child to develop a close relationship 
with him when the child wanted-it, he was a"ble to control, in .fact, to 
use it to encourage the child to establish close relationships with the 
other members.. In all instances one of the leader's goals was to help 
the child.to secure friends. 
The leader was able to recognize and accept the child as 
he was, at his level of :maturity which helped, .for example, to make the 
child feel it was all right to be a. child" 
The fact that in most clubs there was, over the years, mor~ 
than one leader to· who~ the child had to adjust, seemed to be a valuable 
experience in i taelf. Lsarning to accept and relate to a new leader 
each year encoliraged the ehild'a eon.fidence in hls ability to relate to 
adults in general. 
2~ The relationship with the members .. 
As has been indicated; these children had d.ifficul ty in 
mingling with children their own ages; in fact, prior to their group 
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association they had few friends. Therefore, the opportunity presented 
through D.N.,C. for them. to be with other boys and girls their own ages 
seemed to be a very valuabl$ experience for them. 
The active SU.:?:port., interest, und encouragement of the 
other members was helpful in making the inUividual child become sec~e 
in s. new situation and to feel accepted. In some instances; ·the rela-
tionship wi·th the other members was instrumental in filling the child's 
great needs for love and af'fection created by the deprivation of fulfill 
ment in his family relationships. 
Then too, the feeling of acceptance seemed to make it pos,-
sible for the child to reveal an,d accept his inadequacies and seek to do 
something about overcoming them. In addition, the encouragement that 
came from feeling part of something helped the child to assert himself; 
disoard his passiVity, speak up for his own views; and hold his own in 
an argument. 
As tb.e club relationships became more meaningful·, certain 
needs seemed to be fulfilled thro~gh them and the child became able to 
modify his behavior to make it more a.cce.£l'table to the other members. To 
illustrate, the boy who han such an obsessive arive to acquire material 
objects gradually minimized the expression of this drive in the group as 
he became more secure in it~ 
Satisfying relationships ~~th the other members made it 
possible for the child to give more of himself to the group, to partici-
pate i.n the games, and to share with the others on a give-and-take basis 
The success that these children had in pleasing tlleir peerJ, 
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even when it was limited to toleration by the peers, helped to build a 
secure foundation upon which they could form more permanent and satisfy-
ing relationships with other people~ 
For certain children it was a very valuable experience not 
to be the objects of ridicule or criticism because of their physical 
symptoms~ The members did not make an iss1.1e of these symptoms and there· 
by helped to contribute to the childfs adjustment .. 
3~ The Qrogram. 
The program activities evolved from the interests and need~ 
of the group members, and were particularly geared to meet the de;nauds 
of' the referred child. To stimulate personality growth the child was 
encouraged to participa:te in the various activities. In some instances 
he was made res9onsible for putting plans into effect. He was sup~orted 
in his attempts to try something new and given special attention until 
he had achieved it. Activities which the c.hlld could not do well were 
not emphasized since he needed opportunities·to succeed, not repeated 
failures.. The fact that some meetings were held in the different mem-
bers' homes was a new experience 7 ~artioularly v~uable to the child 
when the member~s parents were accepting of him. 
In most instances pressure was not brought to bear on the 
child to force him to do more than he was able or ready to do~ Success-
;ful achievements in the various acti vH,ies helped the child gain in 
self-confidence. As his skill in games increased, his shyness Deemed to 
lessen in intensity. His abilities in certain areas predisposed the de-
velopment of leadership qualities since he was called upon to take the 
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lead in those activities. Success in craft projects seemed to decrease 
a ohildts demands to ac~ire :many material objects. Then too, the u.ttvuJ.M 
tunity to create attractive &Ld tangible material objects was particu-
larly important to the children ~hose homes were physically quite inade-
quate and unattractive~ 
The level of activities created an opportunity for the 
ohild to act out his aggression in an a.ct?eptable manner.. Imaginary 
games proVided for the expression of fanta.sie!S!~ Story-telling, games, 
and simple pla.ys encouraged the children to express themselves through 
activities~ 
The successes achieved in the various activities enabled 
the child to seek attention and gratification of his needs by displaying 
his talents and abilities rather than through more destructive pursuits .. 
In the grou,t), the focus o.f attention ~'aS not on the incdvi<iual's inade-
quacies but rather on his strengths and the objective was to develop 
these further, 
The experience of participating in boyi$h activities 
helped several boys by creating a bond by which they could relate to 
other boys and substitute other kinds of play activities for their more 
effeminate pl&y,. In fact; this opportunity seemed to be extremely valu--
able to them as they &ttempted to identify with the masc~ine role~ 
This study seems to indicate further, that if the group worker is tc 
be o.f the most help to the individual member in the group, it will be 
important ±'or him to determine the followingJ 
l,. The strengths and weaknesse$ of the member's personality. 
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2. The na. ture of the child' e unfulfilled needs and the ex.ten t 
to which the individual seeks to satisfy them through the group ex.per-
ience. 
3. 1he specific ways in which the group process can be used 
in an attempt to fulfill these particular neeas and reduce the person-
ality difficulties. 
4• The particular role the member would like him to play in 
the leader-member relationships • 
.Q. Recommendations for future studies 
This study was limited to an attempt to relate the child's exper-
ience. in one group setting, his family, to his beha:vior in another group 
setting, his club. The writer suggests that it might be interesting at 
some time to study the same child in other group settings to determine 
if there are additional interrelationships. Such a future study would 
serve two distinct purposes~ One would be to further the understanding 
of the group process~ The second would be to indicate the ways in which 
an experience in one kind of group situation corresponds to the individ-
ual's adjustment in another group situation. Such information would be 
valuable to the group worker who is interested in helping the individual 
adjust not only to his particular group but to groups and soc-iety in 
general. 
A:p:p~e~! 
1
/ ( 6LJ_fr. fo--±-
Richa~d K. Con~~i 
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